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1 INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the City of Radford’s Comprehensive Plan is to provide guidance for future
development. The plan is general in nature and identifies the physical, social, and economic
factors that are integral to the character of the city. It addresses a wide range of issues and
provides the framework for long-range allocation of resources to meet identified needs.
The 2017 update identifies policies, goals, and implementation strategies designed to stimulate
public interest and accountability. The Comprehensive Plan is required by state law (§15.22223 et seq) and intended to guide decision-making about the built and natural environment.
While the plan is required by law, it should be noted that this plan is not a law or ordinance.
Overall, the plan serves as the official guide for development of the City in the areas of historical
and natural resources, economic development, transportation, public services and facilities,
parks and recreation, housing and land use.
This plan, as developed by the City of Radford Planning Commission, aspires to unify all
neighborhoods and interests across the city while striving to enhance economic opportunity in a
community with an abundance of natural assets that is continuously building a high-quality
sense of place for all to enjoy.
The City Council has adopted a vision for the future of Radford, a vision that guides the
recommended goals and objectives identified in this plan update. The City of Radford will be a
progressive community that respects the past and embraces the future; is a benchmark for the
type of community others aspire to be; avoids compromising principles of quality for short-term
interests; follows through on plans, despite the risk and hard choices.
The City Council vision serves as a foundation for the policies, goals, and implementation
strategies identified in this plan.
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2 HISTORICAL & NATURAL RESOURCES
It was well put when the City’s first mayor, G. A. Sullivan, wrote of Radford that, “a multiplicity of
names has been characteristic for many years.” This not only reflects the name changes the
modern day City has experienced but also the different locations and eras that have been
woven together to form the City.
Radford did not form overnight, and it certainly did not develop in one location. No clearer
illustration exists than the fact that Radford is still
referenced by two sections—east and west. Radford has
grown because of a combination of proximity to resources
and strong leadership.
The New River, which borders half of the City, has been a
blessing and an impetus for growth throughout time. The

The New River has
been a blessing and
an impetus for
growth ~

river is a major asset for the City, as Radford is also called
the New River City. The rich lands by the river were an incentive to begin to settle the area, and
the need to cross the river gave rise to developments that helped drive Radford into the future.

1750s – 1840s
Among the early settlers in the area was the Ingles family, who settled along the New River in
the mid-18th century. In 1762, the Virginia House of Burgesses authorized William Ingles to
operate a ferry across the New River. The significance of the ferry was due to its location along
the Great Wagon Road, a major thoroughfare for settlers in the 18th and 19th centuries.
Enterprising individuals capitalized on the roadway with commercial operations, such as the
Heavin family who built and operated the Lovely Mount Tavern at the turn of the 19th century.
The Great Wagon Road was eventually Macadamized or paved with stone, earning the name
Rock Road. In the mid-19th century, a gentlemen farmer and doctor by the name of John Blair
Radford acquired the Lovely Mount Tavern. Over the coming decades, Dr. Radford would help
usher in great changes for the area.
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1850s – 1880s
Dr. John Blair Radford’s business interests also extended to a burgeoning transportation
technology of the 19th century—the train. In 1849, the Virginia legislature voted to fund the
construction of the Virginia & Tennessee Railroad (VA & TN). In 1854, the VA & TN reached
Central Depot (Radford) naming it thus due to its central location between Lynchburg and
Bristol.
The VA & TN built a rail bridge across the New River in 1856, the same year the rail reached
Bristol. The impact of rail on the region was immediate, as industrial and agricultural
development grew and land values increased. However, a jump in population was not seen at
Central Depot. The majority of individuals living in the area were either wealthy land-owning
families or railroad workers.
The rail was of utmost importance during the Civil War as Southwest Virginia served as a
breadbasket of goods for the Confederate war effort, which invited conflict. In May 1864, the rail
bridge over the New River was the site of a skirmish, as Union forces sought to destroy it.
After the war, most of Virginia’s rail system was in disrepair, which took years to overcome.
Many rail lines, including the VA & TN, were consolidated into the Atlantic, Mississippi and Ohio
Railroad (AM&O). In 1872, the New River Mining, Manufacturing and Railroad Company came
into being under General Gabriel C. Wharton, who sought to develop Southwest Virginia
through rail and industrial growth. However, the 1870s did not see great growth for Central
Depot, nor the region.
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1880s – 1890s
In 1881, the Norfolk & Western Railway (N&W) began with the purchase of the AM&O and
many other lines, including the New River Mining, Manufacturing and Railroad Company. All
this investment in Virginia’s rail was carried out with one goal in mind – the Pocahontas
coalfields.
In 1883, N&W made its first shipment of coal, unleashing a period of great growth throughout
Southwest Virginia. Similar to the 1850s boom, small towns and new towns exploded in

Central City soon
underwent a name
change ~

population and development. This was a “boom” period
for the region as places such as Roanoke took off at an
astonishing pace. Unfortunately, this period lived up to the
term “boom” and only lasted until 1893.
Central Depot was among these boomtowns, but as

opposed to many others that simply faded away, Central Depot persevered through these
difficulties – albeit with a different name.
The creation of N&W signaled a new era for the region as large investments from primarily
northern investors spurred development. The small settlement of Central Depot grew with this
investment. A major milestone was the incorporation of Central Depot as the town of Central
City in 1887. Central City soon underwent a name change, becoming as it is known today,
Radford.
During this time, Radford was getting stronger as more people speculated on the growth both
east and west of Connelly’s Run. New industries also poured in such as the pipe works,
Radford-Crane Iron Works, and Radford Brick Works. Improvements in infrastructure took
place as roads were graded and bridges constructed.
N&W’s own developments in the town only went to further cement the belief in the future of
Radford. The rail company constructed a second passenger station, in what is now western
Radford, as well as the offices of the division superintendent for the Western Division of the
N&W.
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With all this growth, the mayor and many others put into action a plan to make Radford a city.
In November and December 1891, the mayor tabulated the population of all parts of Radford to
see if it was over the 5,000 mark. This being done, Radford was set to become a city and to

Housing was a
major concern ~

petition to have its own Hustings Court.
In January 1892, the Act to incorporate the City of Radford was
passed. In this legislation, Radford’s borders were established
as lands both east and west of Connelly’s Run. It established

that there would be a mayor and 12 council members, half from each of the two designated
wards of the city—east and west. The city was to have its own court and judge. As a result of
Virginia’s system of making cities completely independent, the newly formed city had to pay
Montgomery County for the lands lost as a result of the city’s formation.
Radford’s continuing development depended heavily on improvements in transportation,
infrastructure and utilities. In the late 1880s, a wooden bridge was constructed across
Connelly’s Run to connect the town to developments further west. This wooden bridge was
replaced in 1894 with a steel bridge capable of handling the streetcars that provided
transportation for citizens. In 1891, a traffic bridge was built connecting Radford to Pulaski. As
a growing industrial area, Radford needed to offer the modern conveniences of the era.
In 1890, the Radford Water and Light Company organized with the goal of providing water and
an electric light plant for the eastern section of Radford. During the years of the boom, housing
was a major concern. Private individuals, land development companies and even industries
sought to correct this situation by constructing housing for the new population.
Along with the growth of Radford came the need for access to education for the children of the
City. Prior to the 1880s, students had met in make-shift schools that often doubled as churches.
In the 1880s, the Belle Heth Academy opened for students in the east; and the Radford Land &
Development Company constructed the Wadsworth Street School in the west. In 1909, the City
replaced these schools with a new Belle Heth in the east and McHarg in the west.
In the ensuing years, the City built Radford High School and Kuhn Barnett. In the early years of
the 20th century, another educational advance was made as Radford was chosen to be the site
of a normal school for women. The first classes for the State Normal and Industrial School for
Women at Radford took place in 1913. The school went on to become the State Teachers
12

College at Radford and then Radford College. This college had its own grade school for the
students of Radford called the McGuffey Training School.

1900s – 1930s
Early in its development, Radford’s growth had depended on enterprising individuals, land
development companies and even real estate agents to attract industry. As the 20th century
progressed, the role of the city itself as self-promoter became ever more important. In the early
20th century, industrial growth was strong as new companies invested in Radford with knitting
mills, lumber companies and grain mills.
In the 1920s, a new wave of promotions took place, as the City offered companies inducements
to bring their factories to Radford. Such inducements could be a new building constructed by
the City or lowered rates on utilities. The fact that both the Century Ribbon Mills and Burlington
Mills located to Radford in the 1930s, had much to do with how Radford cooperated with these
companies. In addition to inducements being offered, the proximity to the New River and rail
lines still continued to make Radford an attractive place to do business.
Amidst the economic growth of the early 20th century, a new mode of transportation was taking
the nation by storm—the automobile. The country responded with the construction of new and
improved roadways. Radford took part in this as it was along the new Transcontinental
Highway, better known as Lee Highway or Route 11.
As the automobile rose in number, the role of the rail in the country began to take a step back.
Radford’s western passenger station was closed in the 1930s. During the Great Depression,
Radford continued to push forward with new industries and new projects, some part of public
works programs.
In 1934, the ravine at Connelly’s Run was filled in, and construction was completed on the new
Little River Dam. Radford also benefited from the construction of the Claytor Lake Dam in 1939.
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1940s
As world tensions grew in the late 1930s and early 1940s, the United States set about the
creation of ordnance plants, including one near Radford. Construction on the Radford Ordnance
Works (the Arsenal) began in 1940, and production began in 1941. The Arsenal brought
tremendous change to Radford as its population increased to 12,000.
The existing housing and infrastructure proved inadequate. As a result, major construction
projects took place, including the building of a recreation center and a new hospital. Multiple
neighborhoods were built such as Sunset Village, Monroe Terrace, and Radford Village in
Radford and Fairlawn in Pulaski County. Many of these improvements were undertaken by
federal agencies, or the agencies provided funding.
During this time, Radford constructed a new water filtration plant and extended its sewers and
water mains. The City also built a new school for the African American children of the City
known as the Fred Wygal School.

1950s – 1970s
Following World War II, the United States as a bona fide world power entered an age of great
prosperity. In the 1950s and 1960s, Radford continued to grow with new industries like Inland
Motors, RADVA Plastics and the Graflo Rubber Company. Much of this development is
creditable to the Chamber of Commerce.
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During these years of growth in the City, housing was once again a concern. This time the
needs of a growing population were met by companies and individuals who built subdivisions
like College Park, Forest Park, and Highland Hills.
The school system in Radford also saw improvements as three new facilities were constructed
for Belle Heth, McHarg and McGuffey. In the school year of 1965-66, the Fred Wygal School
held its last classes as integration took place in Radford.
During this period, another great change was coming as the country built new highways.
Interstate 81 reached Radford in 1965, assuring Radford’s continuing position as an industrial
center.
In the 1970s, Radford sought to expand its physical borders as it began litigation to annex 6.5
square miles of Montgomery County and 0.21 square miles of Pulaski County. Radford
successfully annexed three square miles of Montgomery County, including Cumberlea and
Simpkins Village. The City’s two attempts to annex Fairlawn were struck down. In lieu of a third
attempt at annexation, Pulaski County entered an
agreement with Radford in which Radford would not
attempt to annex Fairlawn in return for sharing in the sales
tax of Fairlawn.
Radford College also underwent significant changes as the

Radford sought to
expand its
physical borders ~

school became coeducational in 1972 and a university in
1979. The 1970s saw the development of low-income housing projects such as Fairfax Village
and Willow Woods. There was also a shift toward apartment housing with the construction of
Cedar Valley and Belle Heth Apartments.
The school system experienced changes with the completion of the new Radford High School in
1973, and the opening of Radford Intermediate School in 1979, which was later named in honor
of John N. Dalton. In 1976, Radford opened a new park along the waters of the New River,
later to be called Bisset Park.

1980s – 1990s
In the early 1980s, Radford opened a new public library and fire department. The 1980s saw
the continuation of a trend in which businesses relocated to shopping centers. This affected the
City as stores moved to neighboring counties. Across the nation, industry also began a shift
15

toward the consolidation of plants and the moving of production to other countries. During this
time, the City lost major employers including Lynchburg Foundry and Small Castings, BradRagan (a tire manufacturer), and three textile-based companies, Russell Apparel, Burlington
Industries and Scotts Run.
Political events of the era presented additional challenges for the City. In 1987, Virginia placed
a moratorium on city land annexation, which has made it difficult for many Virginia cities to push
forward. The 1980s and 1990s were a time of great change for Radford as elements of the past
slipped away.
In 1999, Radford lost its hospital as Carilion opened the New River Valley Medical Center in
neighboring Montgomery County. However, the City also made a move to preserve its legacy
and capitalize on its assets. In 1998, Radford opened Glencoe Museum after restoring the
Wharton home that had been gifted to the City by Kollmorgen Corporation.
Throughout this period of substantial economic change, the City continued to invest in key
infrastructure projects such as electric line rebuilds, water main replacements, inflow/infiltration
projects and a focus on the parks system began to take shape.

2000-Current
As the City of Radford moves into the 21st century, there is a sense of optimism. Shifting trends
have caused Radford to focus on new methods to push its way into the future. The City is once
again firmly embracing its position on the New River and its natural resources.
The City has also entered a new era of relations with Radford University. In 2011, the City and
University unveiled the new Radford Transit, which provides transportation for citizens and
students alike. A trend toward a regional approach to solving problems is also helping Radford
move forward.
In the beginning years of the 21st century, the City constructed a new Recreation Center and a
new facility for Belle Heth Elementary. In addition, the Police Department was relocated to a
new facility and recycling is improved throughout the community. The City is constantly working
to improve infrastructure for its citizens. Efforts both by the City and private individuals have
helped to revitalize Radford’s business districts. Over 120 years into being a city, Radford is
poised with good leadership and a resolute spirit to keep moving forward.
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Radford University relocated parking lots and constructed a new center for the sciences, student
fitness center, and a student outdoor recreation complex. The new structures are situated along
busy community roadways and increase the presence of the university in the City.
Collaboration between the University and City will continue to be important.
Radford has long served as a commercial and employment center for the greater New River
Valley region. The City has a long history of leadership and participation in many regional
organizations and collaborative projects. The City partners with neighboring Montgomery,
Pulaski, Floyd, and Giles Counties to establish partnerships that move the region forward.
Some examples of collaborative efforts include: NRV Airport Commission, New River Resource
Authority, Peppers Ferry Regional Wastewater Treatment Authority, NRV Economic
Development Alliance, Virginia’s First Regional Industrial Facility, NRV Regional Jail Authority,
NRV Metropolitan Planning Organization, and NRV Regional Commission.

2.1 HISTORICAL RESOURCES
Today, Radford’s history and culture are being celebrated, preserved, and nurtured through a
number of organizations and activities. The New River Artisan Trail of ‘Round the Mountain’
features local artists and venues actively promoting and engaging in the arts and culture of what
Radford has been and is becoming. Local restaurant River City Grill is a designated stop on the
Crooked Road Music Trail offering live local and traditional music including a Fiddle and Banjo
jam each week.
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The Ingles Farm established in 1747 continues to this day as a working property and is open to
the public on spring weekends for special events. The original matriarch of the farm, Mary
Draper Ingles, is famous for her abduction by
Shawnee warriors and subsequent escape to
return across 600 miles. Radford has paid
testament to this extraordinary resident and her
frontier experience with a 22-foot obelisk in the
West View cemetery.
In October 2016 a bronze statue of Mary was
installed in the Mary Draper Ingles Cultural
Heritage Park located on land donated by the
Norfolk Southern Railway. Six months later, the
Radford Tourism Office received a grant from the
Virginia Commission for the Arts and the National
Endowment for the Arts to sponsor a national
competition to add three additional statues to the
Park. The statues are part of an embryonic
program to establish public art throughout the City.
The City’s local history museum adjacent to the park, Glencoe Museum and Gallery, celebrates
the history of Radford, the home’s original owner Civil War General Colvin Wharton, and local
artistry. Exhibits feature topics of local interest and the local history of early settlement and
industry. The history lecture series features historians talking about subjects as varied as
Reconstruction and water-powered mills used in the area. The grounds of the museum are also
open to special events in the city throughout the year.
In light of genealogy’s growing popularity as seen by the growth of on-line sites to trace family
histories, the museum is working with Radford University to document local cemeteries and
improve the records of these site to communicate their importance as a historic resource.
Special events throughout the city highlight aspects of Radford’s history and culture such as the
annual Native American festival in Bisset Park, Radford Highlanders Festival, and Celebrate
Radford. The Civil War Trails sites throughout Virginia recall many historical moments; one
such site exists in Radford – the New River Bridge Battle. Signage and information is available
to inform visitors to Bisset Park. Local history enthusiasts have created a walking tour of some
18

historic locations, and the Glencoe Museum staff will be further developing that to create an
experience that gives a broader appreciation of local history.
Repositories of local history can also be found in the Ann H. Fisher New River Room’s special
collection at the Radford Public Library – published histories, genealogies, archived

Annual events
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newspapers, etc. In addition to this, Radford University
also hosts several collections that feature the area’s
history and culture – the Appalachian Collection contains
manuscripts and primary historical materials of
Appalachia and Southwest Virginia in particular; the
Special Collections includes rare books of Virginia and

Appalachian literature as well as additional historical documents. Past documentation of
Radford’s history, such as a 1994 survey of Radford’s historic architecture by the Department of
Historic Resources, can provide insight to what has enduring value and potential for
development and promotion.
Radford boasts a number of historic structures, many of which are located in the historic districts
of East End and West End. In taking advantage of historic tax credits to redevelop a few of
these properties, local developers are preserving the historic appearance of several commercial
buildings in the city. Through these efforts, key features of these buildings will remain to
showcase the evolving character of Radford. They also demonstrate one possible a path
forward for preserving historic structures.
Collaboration among the City, Radford University local residents and organizations, and
businesses in the community can positively impact the goal to protect and preserve the historic
and cultural resources of Radford. The assets and opportunities outlined above can help reach
these goals and establish a foundation for future endeavors that would also contribute to a
broader recognition and appreciation of the area’s assets. A Historic Resources Map is located
on the next page.
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Historic Resources Map
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2.2 NATURAL RESOURCES
Radford is named the New River City and has abundant natural resources that help make it a
dynamic place for residents, students, and visitors. The unique location with nine-miles of
frontage along the New River not only offers an abundance of recreational opportunities, it also
provides hydroelectric power, serves as a public water source, and delivers ecosystem
services that help keep the environment clean naturally. Further, the geology, and topography
found within the City provide residents with ample open spaces, distinct natural features and
contribute to a high quality of life.
In addition to the excellent educational system and parks facilities, the City’s natural beauty
and quality environmental resources helps to attract residents, visitors, and businesses to
Radford. Natural amenities such as the New River, a moderate climate, unique geology, and
scenic vistas contribute to the future social and economic vitality of Radford. As development
continues to occur, special efforts will be needed to further protect the community’s
environmental quality and natural
features. This will require coordination
with developers, Montgomery County and
Pulaski County, and with applicable state
and federal agencies and organizations.
In 1990, the City developed a
Comprehensive Open Space Master Plan
with the assistance of the Community
Design Assistance Center (CDAC) at
Virginia Tech. The CDAC provided
updates in 2001 and 2006. These plans identified open space areas, outlined ongoing
community efforts relating to open space, and mapped future corridor networks. Open space
also provides the City with natural “green Infrastructure”. These lands provide opportunities for
the implementation of Green Infrastructure initiatives that will help make Radford a more
sustainable community.
Radford’s open spaces and undeveloped land also include prime and unique agricultural lands.
These lands within Radford are located particularly around the High Meadows subdivision,
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along Rock Road, and around the Ingle’s Farm. These areas offer opportunities for open
space preservation to ensure long-term sustainability.
One natural feature that is an asset to the City is its moderate climate. Radford has warm
summers, cold winters, and precipitation evenly spread throughout the year. The warmest
month is July with an average maximum temperature of 82 degrees Fahrenheit and the coldest
month is January with an average minimum temperature of 20 degrees Fahrenheit. The
wettest month is May with approximately 3.5 inches of rainfall while the driest month is
December with 2.2 inches of rainfall.
Radford’s geology is another notable feature, particularly its karst topography. Karst
topography allows water to intrude rocks leaving fractures. Consequently, the rocks erode and
leave voids and holes. These voids and holes pose development issues, and proposed

One of the City’s
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development projects should investigate the potential for
karst features.
There are 17 soil series that make up the soils of
Radford. Two predominant soil series, the Unison
Series and the Berks Series, account for 62 percent of
the City’s land area. These are characterized as being

very deep and well drained with moderate permeability. While these are accommodating soils
for development, a detailed soil survey should be conducted prior to construction of
development projects to determine land suitability. For more information, please see the Soil
Taxonomy Map.
One of the most striking features of the City is its unique topography. One-fourth of the land
within the City is classified as being steep, or land that has a slope of more than 25 percent.
This means that development of this land will be difficult and costlier than developing flatter
areas of the City. For more information, please see the Slope Map.
Because of the unique positioning of the City along the New River, Radford hosts many
tributaries and streams. The New River accounts for approximately 258 acres within the City,
while the associated floodplains account for a much larger area. Because of the extent of the
floodplain within the City, it is recommended that any development within the 100-year and 500year floodplain areas be outdoor recreation, parking lots and roads, or maintained as open
space. Land areas must be reserved in order to discharge flooding and ensure that there are
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no increases in upstream flood elevations. The Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) identifies the floodplain through their National Flood Insurance Rate Mapping (FIRM)
program. Further, FEMA defines the floodway, an area highly restricted for development, as the
channel of a river or other watercourse and the adjacent land areas that must be reserved in
order to discharge the base flood without cumulatively increasing the water surface elevation
more than a designated height. Communities must regulate development in these floodways to
ensure that there are no increases in upstream flood elevations. For streams and other
watercourses where FEMA has provided Base Flood Elevations (BFEs), but no floodway has
been designated, the community must review floodplain development on a case-by-case basis
to ensure that increases in water surface elevations do not occur, or identify the need to adopt a
floodway if adequate information is available. Learn more at https://www.fema.gov/floodway.
For more information about the location of floodplains within the City, please see the
Floodplains Map.
Radford also hosts a high-quality urban tree canopy. The 2010 Street Tree Assessment and

Stewardship Report recommends future tree stewardship efforts to focus on sustaining the
abundance, diversity, and condition of City’s urban tree canopy. As part of this effort, the City
maintains accreditation as a Tree City USA from the National Arbor Day Foundation. City
residents and visitors benefit from cleaner air, shade, lower energy costs, and stormwater
quality as a result of maintaining Tree City USA standards. A 2015 Green Infrastructure project
quantified how much forest and tree cover there is in Radford, and provided a GIS tool for the
City. It identified an increase of tree cover from 40% in 2005 to 48% in 2015. To help further
the health of the urban tree canopy, connections between the existing forest cores within the
City should be developed and promoted.
It will be a challenge and an opportunity for the City to preserve and enhance the overall
environmental quality of the City’s natural landscape. Special attention will need to be given to
identify and protect the unique geology, important hydraulic soils, agricultural lands, important
open spaces and viewsheds, areas of steep topography, the New River and additional streams
and floodplains, and areas of wildlife habitats to help diversify the ecosystem. Additionally,
watershed protection, water quality, and stormwater management are important natural
amenities that need to be protected as much as possible for a sustainable future. To support
these aims, the City hosted the New River Valley’s first regional river clean-up event in August
2016 at Bisset Park. Over 400 volunteers attended, cleaning up 10 miles of the New River and
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removing 4 tons of trash and over 200 tires. The City also participates in the New River
Watershed Roundtable, to develop strategies and share resources that improve water quality.

The use of riparian buffers and corridors will also help protect the watersheds and water quality,
while the implementation of “green infrastructure” initiatives will be able to address stormwater
management issues for most of the City. In fact, the City hosted a Green Infrastructure Center
Workshop in November 2016 to help develop a Green Infrastructure Plan. This plan will provide
goals, assess risks, and determine assets and opportunities for green infrastructure projects in
the future.
Critical to Radford’s future development is its natural resources amenities. Protecting and
enhancing these important amenities will make Radford a more sustainable community and
improve the quality of life for residents, the environment, and the business community.
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Floodplains Map
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Slope Map
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Soil Taxonomy Map
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Having trouble evaluating this info? No worries. The United States Department of
Agriculture’s Natural Resources Conservation Service makes it easy to develop soil
maps online here: https://websoilsurvey.sc.egov.usda.gov/App/HomePage.htm. Web
Soil Survey provides soil data and information produced by the USDA for more than 95%
of the nation’s counties.
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Soils: Farmland
Classification Map
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2.3 HISTORICAL RESOURCES GOALS AND STRATEGIES
The policies below were developed as a component of the 2030 Comprehensive Plan update.

Historical Resources Policy 1: Preservation
Policy 1: The special historic and cultural resources of Radford should be protected and preserved.
Goal HR-1:

Identify and celebrate the historic resources in Radford;

Goal HR-2:

Encourage revitalization efforts in the City’s historic districts and adaptive
reuse of historically significant buildings and sites;

Goal HR-3:

Promote public and private partnerships to raise awareness and create
successful historic preservation initiatives and projects;

Goal HR-4:

Provide leadership in assembling historic preservation tools and developing
strategies for property revitalization and rehabilitation;

Goal HR-5:

Promote special events that showcase the City’s historic assets.

Implementation Strategies:
Strategy A.

Identify additional properties that contribute to the City’s heritage through a
City-wide Historic Survey; solicit historic survey funds from the Virginia
Department of Historic Resources.

Strategy B.

Raise public awareness of Radford’s historic resources and attractions
through partnerships between the City’s tourism office (Destination Marketing
Organization-DMO) and other community organizations to develop a walking
tour, brochures, interpretive materials, exhibits or information kiosks; add
appropriate materials to the City’s website and include links to other public
organizations (promote on www.visitradford.com).

Strategy C.

Identify financial incentives, public education, and technical assistance that
encourages appropriate rehabilitation efforts. Promote the use of federal and
state historic tax credits; make available (e.g., provide links to) materials from
the Virginia Department of Historic Resources which explain tax credit
opportunities for owners of historic homes and buildings.
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Strategy D.

Work with community-based organizations and regional organizations, such
as the New River Land Trust, to develop conservation and preservation
easements for significant historic properties.

Strategy E.

Market the City’s and region’s heritage as entertainment and arts destinations;
host or sponsor special events and activities such as heritage festivals,
museum exhibit openings, project completion celebrations, etc.

Strategy F.

Support activities and projects undertaken by the Radford Heritage
Foundation, New River Historical Society, and the New River Heritage
Coalition by offering roles the organizations may not be able to accomplish on
their own, such as partnership marketing through the Radford tourism office,
or serving as grant applicant, if their organizations need additional capacity.

Strategy G.

Increase awareness of Radford’s historic and cultural resources/assets by
establishing and maintaining a list of historic structures, sites, and
cemeteries. City staff should coordinate an annual meeting to review
definitions and what is considered a contributing historic asset.

Strategy H.

Encourage collaborative efforts among existing organizations by coordinating
regular bi-annual roundtable meetings to share information and upcoming
initiatives.

Strategy I.

Promote heritage and cultural tourism, including the Wilderness Road and
Bike Route 76, through local initiatives and regional collaboration.

Strategy J.

Support the establishment of a committee appointed by City Council to
identify an area suitable for an arts district. Following identification of the arts
district, this committee could serve to promote art installations along trails, in
parks and other public spaces.

2.4 NATURAL RESOURCES GOALS AND STRATEGIES
The policies below were developed as a component of the 2030 Comprehensive Plan update.

Natural Resources Policy 1: Enhancing Quality and Protecting Natural Features
Policy 1: The future social and economic sustainability of Radford depends on enhancing the
region’s environmental quality and protecting natural features and amenities.
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Goal NR-1:

Promote environmental conservation and protection as a tool to enhance the
community’s health and aesthetic qualities;

Goal NR-2:

Promote environmental stewardship by citizens and businesses to raise
awareness of the importance of natural resources and their relationship to the
environmental health of the City;

Goal NR-3:

Protect prime and important agricultural lands that reflect the heritage of
Radford and contribute to the long-term sustainability of the community.

Implementation Strategies:
Strategy A.

Support the Signature Tree Program and other beautification efforts.

Strategy B.

Promote the use of sustainable building techniques; celebrate sustainable
projects through an awards or recognition program; pursue funding
opportunities or incentive programs to assist and encourage green
development efforts.

Strategy C.

Review proposed new developments located in areas of significant
agricultural soils and provide incentives for conservation subdivisions (e.g.,
cluster development) or alternatives to preserve areas for community
agriculture or open space.

Strategy D.

Identify and inventory desirable viewsheds.

Strategy E.

Review zoning ordinance with eye toward natural cover, prime agricultural
lands, steep slopes, watershed protection, ecosystem and stormwater
management.

Strategy F.

Determine whether incentivizing agricultural use of land within the City is
needed by landowners. If so, land use taxation strategies such as
agricultural and forested districts may be a program to consider
implementing.

Strategy G.

Identify a suitable location for a community garden and determine the
appropriate entity to provide support for operations (community organization;
City department).
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Natural Resources Policy 2: Stormwater Quality and Quantity
Policy 2: Natural drainage corridors and floodplains are important natural resources that should
be protected.
Goal NR-4:

Preserve stream corridors and floodplains as important natural features that
influence the environmental quality of the entire community;

Goal NR-5:

Protect additional natural resources related to water quality, stream
watersheds, corridors and floodplains;

Goal NR-6:

Reduce stream bank erosion along the New River and other streams by
implementing best management practices for stabilization;

Goal NR-7

Raise public awareness of the importance of the New River to Radford and
the region. Increase New River Heritage Museum and Visitor Center
resources.

Implementation Strategies:
Strategy H.

Amend the Zoning Ordinance to include provisions for a riparian buffer
overlay district to protect water quality, reduce stream bank erosion, and
preserve important natural corridors. Educate the community about the
importance of riparian buffers.

Strategy I.

Work with regional partners to develop Municipal Separate Storm Sewer
(MS4) strategies, best management practices, and regulations to improve
water quality and preserve natural stream corridors.

Strategy J.

Partner with the Radford Heritage Foundation Task Force, Radford
University, and the American Heritage Rivers Association (AHRA) to develop
a New River Heritage Museum and Visitor Center.

Strategy K.

Pursue urban forestry project opportunities through the Virginia Department
of Forestry’s Urban Forestry Grant Program.
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3 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
The City of Radford’s primary economic development efforts are focused on the development
and retention of existing businesses. The City is also encouraging entrepreneurial and small
business development, continuing to recruit commercial and industrial development, and
promoting tourism.
Radford’s location along a nationally significant freight transportation network has enabled the
City to experience “booms” in the local economy historically. Initial economic opportunities
started along the railroad, then as the freight infrastructure changed to the interstate highway
system, the City benefited from its close proximity to I-81. Many underutilized sites are situated
in competitive locations and prime for new development or redevelopment.
As a result of its central location in the region, the City is uniquely positioned to continue taking
advantage of opportunities associated with infrastructure, public facilities, and natural resources.
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However, the City has limited land available along busy (primary) roadways for new
development, so partnering with neighboring localities on transportation linkages, public utilities
and enterprise zones for economic development purposes will remain important to the success
of Radford going forward.
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Community Development
Opportunities Map
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Enterprise Zones Map

3-37

Radford/Pulaski Joint
Enterprise Zone Map
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3.1 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Radford economic development stakeholders have identified several target markets as a focus
for efforts to recruit new businesses to Radford and support existing businesses, which
represent the greatest potential for the City of Radford to increase local revenues and market
share. Target markets include:


Specialty goods market



Visitor and tourist market, outdoor recreation



Convenience goods and services market



Materials manufacturing



Green technologies



Transportation and machinery manufacturing



Life sciences and biotech



Transportation, logistics and distribution



Large volume water users

Redeveloping the old foundry site into an attractive commercial and light-industrial center is one
concept for attracting some of the target markets. In 2015, the City partnered with the Virginia
Tech Community Design Assistance Center to develop planning perspectives for the foundry
site and other underutilized properties downtown. The foundry concept blends commercial and
natural spaces to create areas for work, passive recreation, and limit maintenance needs.
Visualizations are show below and on the next page.

Foundry Concept Map
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Radford Strengths and Quality of Life
While Radford is part of a larger metropolitan area and home to Radford University, many
residents like the City’s “small town” feel. The City features excellent public schools,
outstanding recreational facilities and programs, a service and outreach-oriented public library,
Glencoe Museum and Gallery, transit system, direct access to the New River, and convenient
transportation access to I-81.
Recreational assets in the larger region, such as Claytor Lake, the Appalachian Trail, and the

Residents like the
small town feel ~

Blue Ridge Parkway, are a short drive away and Radford
is strategically located within a 15-30 minute drive of
each. Twenty-one businesses have invested or
reinvested in Radford in recent years, representing a

total investment of nearly $40 million and 465 new jobs. Radford University contributes in
excess of $300 million annually to the economy of the New River and Roanoke Valleys (Radford
University Economic Impact Report – 2016).
The City is currently working with the Virginia Department of Housing and Community
Development to revitalize historical commercial districts. The City should consider joining the
Virginia Main Street Program as an affiliate member in order to receive technical assistance and
services that are geared towards creating businesses, increasing jobs, and encouraging public
and private investments.
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Business Assistance and Entrepreneurial Support
The City offers a Rehabilitation Tax Exemption – Incentive Program to encourage renovation
and revitalization of qualifying commercial or industrial buildings which are substantially
repaired, rehabilitated, or replaced.
In the past, the City has worked with the Chamber of Commerce and the Small Business
Development Center at Radford University
to provide business development advisory
assistance and entrepreneurial support. In
2016, the Roanoke Small Business
Development Center (SBDC) expanded
their program offerings and office hours
into the New River Valley.
The Roanoke SBDC holds weekly office
hours at the NRV Business Center in
Fairlawn and hosts training sessions
regularly throughout the year. Further, the
SBDC takes appointments and frequently
travels to the business location for one-onone counseling services. Given the
successful track record of the Roanoke
SBDC and eagerness to serve clients in
the New River Valley, the City could refer
clients when appropriate and facilitate bringing business development resources directly to
businesses in the community.
The City’s Economic Development Strategy acknowledges that while the City’s Central
Business District has many strong retailers, its share of the local and visiting consumer market
has decreased over the last 20 years. Many new commercial uses have been developed in the
surrounding communities of Fairlawn and Christiansburg. Existing businesses face increased
competition for convenience and specialty goods sales.
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As part of a metropolitan area, there is sales leakage to other communities (see Table 7-12).
The City stands a good chance at either attracting, or

Tourism spending
grew to $15.4
million in 2015 ~

developing, a destination experience that decreases
some of the leakage. It is difficult to combat national
trends in retail for box big; however, unique destination
experiences are becoming more common and present an
opportunity to communities.

For instance, the

Palisades Restaurant in Giles County and the Draper Mercantile in Pulaski County are located
in a remote areas, but that does not serve as a barrier since they offer unique high-quality
experiences.
Because of its lower rent structure and smaller spaces, Radford attracts a significant number of
start-up businesses. While these businesses can bring new vitality to the community, their
survival rates are often low. The City has recognized a need to develop a program that focuses
on business retention, mentorship and business advisory/planning assistance, engagement with
local businesses, and encouraging residents to be customers of local businesses (e.g., “shop,
buy, dine local” campaign).

Tourism
Tourism spending supports goods, services, facilities, and transportation that benefit residents
of Radford and the surrounding region. From 2007 to 2015, travel and tourism-related spending
in the City of Radford grew from $13.13 to $15.44 million. Tourism promotion, and the quality of
life improvements that tourism supports, also helps attract other types of business development
in Radford. The City of Radford is impacted significantly by tourism because of its numerous
assets, access to the New River, close proximity to Interstate 81, home to Radford University
and nearness to Virginia Tech, and various other factors that impact visitation. Now in its third
strategic plan, the City first initiated the development of a “living” document in 2006 and
completed an update in 2016 that is intended to assist officials, stakeholders, and staff with
continued tourism growth and development, staff and commission work planning, and overall
decision-making in a positive, strategic way.
The Tourism Office and the Tourism Advisory Commission manage the plan, which was
approved by the City Council. Many of the established goals for Radford are framed to coincide
with the objectives of DRIVE Tourism: Virginia’s State Tourism Development Plan, including
products, partnerships, and promotions and policies objectives. As goals are met, the
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Commission and Tourism Office develop new strategies and products with input from various
stakeholders.
The Tourism Office maintains a Visitor’s Center in the Glencoe Mansion, Museum & Gallery and
has developed a series of partnerships with regional organizations, including a roundtable of
tourism officials coordinated by the New River Valley Regional Commission.
In 1997, the New River was designated as an American Heritage River by the United State
Environmental Protection Agency. The New River is recognized as the nation’s oldest river and
one of the oldest in the world. In June 2016, Giles County designated 37-miles of the river as
the New River Water Trail. Opportunities exist for Radford and neighboring Montgomery and
Pulaski Counties to extend the trail in their community.

The Crooked Road and ‘Round the Mountain are Southwest Virginia regional efforts promoting
and marketing the cultural heritage of the region. These initiatives promote the art, artisans,
and craftsmen (‘Round the Mountain) and
music, musicians, and musical traditions
(Crooked Road) of the region. The River
City Grill, located in Radford, is an affiliate
venue of the Crooked Road. Several local
artisans and their studios are listed on the
Round the Mountain website
(www.roundthemountain.org). Both
initiatives have been successful in raising
the profile of the region’s cultural heritage
outside the region and both have received
significant media attention/recognition.

Appalachian Spring is a coordinated effort
to promote tourism related to
natural/outdoor recreation assets in
Southwest Virginia, such as the New
River. The 2017 Southwest Virginia
outdoor Expo event, an initiative of the
Appalachian Spring effort, was held at Radford’s Bisset Park – serving as a platform to
showcase all the assets of Southwest Virginia.
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Radford’s location on Bike Route 76 and the Wilderness Road Heritage Migration Route
strengthen the area’s status as a destination for recreation and heritage based tourism. Several
Radford locations are listed in the Lower New River Loop Trail of the Mountain Region of
Virginia’s Birding and Wildlife Trail.
Opportunities exist for entrepreneurs to develop businesses that provide services for tourists
and residents. Furthermore, businesses that complement outdoor recreation assets and link
points of interest in the area. Given regional efforts such as Appalachian Spring, Crooked
Road, and Round the Mountain, it is a good time to explore opportunities stemming from
tourism trends.
In October 2016, a bronze statue of Mary was installed in the Mary Draper Ingles Cultural
Heritage Park adjacent to the Radford Visitor’s Center and located on land donated by the
Norfolk Southern Railway.
Additionally, in 2017 an outdoor drama, ‘Walk to Freedom: The Mary Draper Ingles Story’ sold
out all four performance dates and stands to be a major tourism attraction for the City as they
have already announced dates for their 2018 season.

3.2 ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT GOALS AND STRATEGIES
The City’s location also has a significant role in the designation of Virginia Enterprise Zone
Number 25. Pulaski County is a jointly designated partner with the City. Radford’s Enterprise
Zone includes the commercial areas and corridors along Main Street, Tyler Avenue, and Rock
Road. The designation allows the city to use state and local incentives to create new jobs,
promote private investment, and support the overall growth of the local economy.
The City of Radford Economic Development Office pursues several strategies to increase
economic activity in the City of Radford. These efforts focus on activities to:


Help improve the ongoing viability of existing businesses.



Encourage entrepreneurs and the formation of new businesses.



Attract basic employers that pay a living wage.



Increase the investments that flow in from outside.



Partner more with Radford University, Virginia Tech, and New River Community College
on economic development opportunities.
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Support growth in Radford’s designated revenue sharing areas of Pulaski county.



Increase grant funding from other levels of government.



Conduct outreach to area developers/builders regarding opportunities in Radford.

Key short-term objectives that may help measure progress against these priorities include the
following:
#1 – Increase the number of people living AND working in the City (less than 30% of the
workforce lives and works in the City)
#2 – Increase average wages received by residents of the City
#3 – Add 250 jobs through existing employers
#4 – Delineate a reuse strategy with actionable steps for the Foundry Site
The policies below were developed as a component of the 2030 Comprehensive Plan, and were
reviewed and updated by a working committee in 2014.

Economic Development Policy 1: A Desirable Community
Policy 1: Radford should be a desirable community for residents, visitors, and businesses.
Goal E-1:

Protect the City’s natural resources and implement initiatives.

Goal E-2:

Enhance high-tech industries and build improved infrastructure.

Goal E-3:

Implement sustainable development incentives and ordinances for
redevelopment areas and new construction projects.

Implementation Strategies:
Strategy A.

Facilitate regional dialog to highlight technology infrastructure available in the
City and region. Include business and higher education institutions in the
discussion in order to coordinate public and private initiatives.

Strategy B.

Annually evaluate partnerships and projects with Radford University to further
establish Radford as a destination for events and providing outstanding
quality of life.

Strategy C.

Establish a partnership with local and regional stakeholders to implement
green infrastructure goals and strategies for the maintenance and expansion
of sustainable development practices and green building techniques
throughout the City.
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Strategy D.

Pursue economic development programs offered through state and federal
agencies.

Strategy E.

Pursue designation of specific Technology Zones (downtown and/or
industrial) to attract new high-tech enterprises and infrastructure to the City.
The zones enable local tax abatement and policy preferences.

Strategy F.

Address downtown parking and alternative modes of transportation (transit,
bike, and pedestrian) to meet the needs of business.

Strategy G.

Promote Leadership in energy and Environmental Design (LEED) and other
green building programs to redevelop and/or build energy efficient and
environmentally sustainable facilities and infrastructure.

Strategy H.

Develop a network analysis map focused on how Radford connects and
serves visitors to significant outdoor recreation assets such as the New River,
the Blue Ridge Parkway, the Appalachian Trail, Claytor Lake State Park and
New River Trail State Park.

Strategy I.

Prepare an economic development oriented SWOT (strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, threats) and systems gap document that informs key strategies
to advance the City’s effort to be an anchor community for outdoor recreation.

Economic Development Policy 2: Promotion and Marketing
Policy 2: Radford should be promoted and marketed to its fullest potential.
Goal E-4:

Increase reach through use of both traditional and new media venues to
better market and promote Radford as a desirable location for residents and
businesses, and attract tourists.

Goal E-5:

Support and capitalize on tourism as a valued economic development
opportunity that generates tax revenues through visitor expenditures without
placing heavy demands on Radford’s public services.

Goal E-6:

Support and promote the Chamber of Commerce as a resource for existing
businesses.

Goal E-7:

Promote and market businesses that appeal most to students at Radford
University, Virginia Tech, and New River Community College.
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Goal E-8:

Encourage revitalization and redevelopment that enhances the historic
downtown districts.

Implementation Strategies:
Strategy J.

Frequently update the City’s website and Visit Radford website to better
market and promote the City as a desirable location for visiting, living, and
doing business.

Strategy K.

Enhance the promotion of heritage and tourism, eco-tourism, and outdoor
recreation, along with small-scale businesses that offer specialty products
and services along with artisan crafts.

Strategy L.

Maintain tourism information signage (along I-81 and VA 232) that guides
motorists to the Visitor’s Center at the Glencoe Museum.

Strategy M.

Promote, enhance, and protect historic resources within the City by
supporting the Radford Heritage Foundation.

Strategy N.

In partnership with the Chamber of Commerce and Radford University’s
School of Business, develop a Downtown Marketing Package that highlights
Radford’s strengths and assets for business development.

Strategy O.

Survey university/college students to find out what businesses they would like
to see in Radford to attract new businesses and stores that will meet the
student needs.

Strategy P.

Provide financial incentives for revitalization of downtown structures.
Consider tax abatement program for new investment and pursue grants for
façade/public improvements.

Strategy Q.

Work with Norfolk Southern to relocate the downtown railroad switch yard to
a more appropriate location, allowing for new development opportunities in
the East End downtown.

Strategy R.

Continued focus on the revitalization of West End downtown that supports
tourism through goods (ie-coffee shop/restaurant) and other development
strategies for the City. Market and promote revitalization efforts to generate
excitement for new business development opportunities in Radford.
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Strategy S.

Expand the established streetscape signage, lighting, banners and flower
boxes along the downtown business corridors; encourage local businesses to
maintain property.

Strategy T.

Expand participation in and opportunities for special events that contribute to
the overall quality of life and positive business atmosphere. Ensure
VisitRadford.com site is up to date with events and programs.

Economic Development Policy 3: Foundation for Economic Success
Policy 3: Existing businesses and industries are an important foundation for the economic
success and future sustainability of Radford.
Goal E-9:

Provide quality business support services and open communication between
City government and existing businesses.

Goal E-10:

Promote continued discussions between business owners, Chamber of
Commerce, and the City.

Goal E-11:

Make the redevelopment and promotion of Growth Areas a top priority –
recruiting high-tech businesses, revitalizing busy corridors, and attracting
appropriate industrial developments.

Goal E-12:

Encourage training programs that enhance the skills of existing and potential
labor workforce.

Implementation Strategies:
Strategy U.

Establish a regular meeting between the City and existing/potential
businesses.

Strategy V.

Utilize Radford’s status as an entitlement community for Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) funding for façade improvements, streetscapes, and for
blight clearance.

Strategy W.

Work with property owner to facilitate a transition of the Foundry Site.

Economic Development Policy 4: Balanced Development
Policy 4: New development in Radford should achieve a balance between residential,
commercial, and industrial land uses – in order to provide adequate support services, quality
employers, and sustainable tax base.
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Goal E-13:

Promote a harmonious land development pattern and healthy land use
balance that encourages community preservation and promotes sustainable
development.

Goal E-14:

Promote economic development strategies for the City that supports a highquality of life (safe, walkable, and vibrant).

Goal E-15:

Increase commercial development (non-strip or big-box) to provide support
services to residents and a more balanced economy that respects a smallertown scale.

Goal E-16:

Encourage innovative economic development initiatives that enhance
community character and the environment.

Implementation Strategies:
Strategy X.

Encourage mixed-use developments where appropriate in accordance with
Future Land Use Map.

Strategy Y.

Conduct appropriate market studies to determine businesses and service
deficiencies and identify opportunities for new business development.

Strategy Z.

Develop an economic development strategy for pursuing target niche
businesses and collaborate with regional partners to assist with
implementation.

Strategy AA. Promote clean, technology-oriented industries that are on the cutting edge in
order to strengthen the economy and revenue structure.
Strategy BB. Develop focused incubation programs for entrepreneurs in Radford City
Schools and local universities.

Economic Development Policy 5: Regional Partnerships
Policy 5: Regional cooperation and economic development partnerships are essential to
achieving a diversified economy that will be sustainable for the long-term.
Goal E-17:

Provide leadership in regional economic development efforts.

Goal E-18:

Encourage regional partnerships to pursue economic development
opportunities and address common issues.
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Goal E-19:

Promote regional economic development that complements existing
businesses and services and diversifies the region’s economic base.

Goal E-20:

Support the higher educational facilities in the City and region in order to
expand employment skills and job opportunities.

Goal E-21:

Improve regional workforce training opportunities. Facilitate and provide
continuous learning environment for labor workforce.

Implementation Strategies:
Strategy CC. Partner with educational and training providers to market and coordinate
programming; assist in publicizing opportunities, and enable access for
residents needing financial or other support.
Strategy DD. Encourage regional revenue-sharing agreements among localities.
Strategy EE. Support the regional airport in Dublin and efforts to expand passenger rail
and public transportation as amenities for business development.
Strategy FF.

Partner with Giles, Montgomery, and Pulaski Counties to extend the New
River Water Trail and corresponding branding initiatives into the City.

Strategy GG. Partner with Giles, Montgomery, and Pulaski Counties to expand bike trails
and greenway connectivity.
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4 INFRASTRUCTURE & PUBLIC SPACES
Radford’s public services, facilities, spaces, and infrastructure provide support for residents in
order to maintain their health, welfare, safety, and overall quality of life. The services enable the
City to sustain and enhance the entire community. Public services include police, fire and
emergency rescue, public transportation and social services. Public facilities include schools, a
library, recreation center, and parks. Public utilities and infrastructure include roadways, trails,
water, sewer, electrical, and telecommunications.
There are a number of planning documents that support the future development of
transportation and recreation improvements throughout the City. In addition, the City develops
an annual capital improvement plan that addresses short-term needs. Many of the projects aim
to improve existing capacity needs. Significant advancements towards creating alternative
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transportation options, modernizing public safety department technologies and equipment, and
sustaining a high quality of life for residents have been a key focus since the last plan update.

4.1 TRANSPORTATION
A safe, efficient, accessible, and multimodal transportation system is critical to the City of
Radford. The transportation system includes roadways, multipurpose trails, sidewalks, bike
lanes, public transit, rail, parking amenities, and a regional airport. Transportation needs are
directly linked to changes in land use. Increases and/or decreases in population and
employment cause shifting demands for mobility needs.
In 2010, the City embarked on a new partnership with Radford University to provide citizens and
students public transportation. The system service area reaches into the highest density
residential neighborhoods and provides connections to both Radford University and Virginia
Tech, and downtown Blacksburg and Christiansburg. Each of the bus routes intersect at a
common transfer location – ultimately extending the service area and potential destinations
across the system. Ridership grew to 373,965 in FY2015, nearly doubling in a 4-year
timeframe. The growth in ridership makes Radford Transit one of the most successful start-ups

Transit ridership
nearly doubled in
4 years ~

in Virginia.
In 2012, the City completed a significant transportation
priority that was identified in the 2020 Small Urban Area
Transportation Plan, by adding a round-a-bout at the
intersection of Park Road and Second Avenue. The

project included a multipurpose pathway that connects to the high school, elementary school,
library, recreation center, and Radford Riverway. Architectural style lighting was incorporated
as a final touch to the very attractive improvements.
Following the 2010 Decennial Census, the City was incorporated into the New River Valley
Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) boundary. The MPO is federally mandated and
receives funding from the United States Department of Transportation. The NRVMPO provides
a forum for cooperative planning approaches and is responsible for developing an annual
Transportation Improvement Program. The City is a partner locality alongside the towns of
Blacksburg and Christiansburg, and the counties of Montgomery and Pulaski.
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While incorporation into the MPO increased accessibility to transportation planning resources,
there were also some draw backs. Prior to being designated as an urbanized area, the City
qualified for 80/20 federal/local match funding. Urban areas require a 50/50 federal/local match.
Despite a significant increase in match requirements the City retained important transportation
initiatives, including a recently launched public transportation service.
Public Transportation
Radford Transit currently operates seven routes (10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60). Routes 10, 15,
50, and 60 provide primary circulation around Radford University campus and nearby highdensity off-campus student housing. Routes 20 and 30 provide access around the City and
connectivity to commercial locations in Fairlawn. Route 40 extends connectivity to
Christiansburg and Blacksburg. Service is currently reduced while students are currently not on
campus.
General public fare is $1.00 and passengers are required to have exact change when boarding
buses. Adults 65 and older, persons with disabilities, medicare card holders, and children under
12 can ride the bus at no cost. Radford University students, faculty, and staff simply need to
share their RU ID Card.
The 2014 Radford Transit Development Plan reviewed existing public transportation needs.
Particular emphasis was placed on evaluating the relative size and location of certain segments
of the general population that would most likely be dependent on transit services. The TransitDependent population included individuals who may not have access to a personal vehicle or
unable to drive themselves due to age or income status.
In addition to evaluating transit-dependency, existing land use was evaluated. Certain types of
land use generate higher frequencies of traffic volume, coining the term “trip generators.” The
majority of trip generators are located on East and West Main Streets. The evaluation found
that almost all of the clusters for shopping, dining, employment, high-density residential and
municipal facilities fell along an existing Radford Transit Route.
Key strategies include:


Reducing congestion in Lot A by creating a time-check near Fairfax Street.
Potentially increasing convenience for students and promoting the visibility of the
system.
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Adjust Route 30 to reduce transfers between West-End traveler destinations.
Potentially respond to the existing travel patterns.



Implement a fare free service. In FY 2013, only 7% of transit riders paid a full fare,
accounting for less than 2% of total operating budget.



Increase marketing and outreach. Potentially increase service awareness and
educate potential riders.



Continue to evaluate connections to neighboring communities and whether
frequency should be increased based on demand.

The City also lies at a significant crossroads of a national freight network, the Heartland and
Crescent Corridors. Both rail corridors are owned by Norfolk Southern and align with key
roadway corridors: Heartland to US Route 460 and Crescent to Interstate 81. The corridors are
also identified in VTrans as Corridors of Statewide Significance. Both corridors provide local
businesses with strong accessibility to national and worldwide markets.
The City’s transportation system offers multimodal options for residents and local businesses
alike. Short-term strategies are aimed at linking the highest concentrations of population
densities and employment centers. Priority strategies include:
1. Promote economic development within the City that includes multimodal options for
employees and the public.
2. Expand the City’s trails and pathways network.
3. Continue partnering with Radford University to implement projects that are identified in
Radford Transit’s Transit Development Plan.
4. Identify and evaluate potential transportation services for the elderly.
5. Conduct a needs assessment to identify school system transportation needs.
6. Promote synergy with neighboring communities to advance transportation efforts.
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Roadway Hierarchy Map
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Public Transit Map
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Future Roadways & Transportation
Improvement Map
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4.2 PUBLIC SERVICES, FACILITIES, AND UTILITIES
Public services include police, fire and emergency rescue, and social services. Public facilities
include schools, a library, and parks. Public utilities include water, sewer, electrical, and
telecommunications. Each are directly linked to changes in land use, as increases and/or
decreases in population and employment cause shifting demands for services, facilities, and
utilities.
In 2011, the City completed a new public safety building. A former box factory was transformed
into an adaptive reuse facility that now
houses the Radford City Police
Department and City Administration Staff.
The building provides the latest technology
and state of the art equipment, allowing
the highest quality of service to the City
residents, businesses, and visitors.
The City of Radford Fire and Rescue
Department is a combination (paid and
unpaid) department that serves the City of
Radford and Radford University. The
department is the only full-time (paid) fire station in the New River Valley. Since the department
is manned 24 hours a day, 365 days a year, response units are in service in under a minute.
Two fully-staffed units are on duty each shift and on-the-scene time is consistently under six
minutes. The Regional Hazmat Team operations center is also headquartered in the Fire
Department.
The City Department of Social Services is an agency offering quality services for local resident’s
needs. Food stamps, cash for families living in poverty, and low-cost insurance for children of
working but uninsured families are managed through the Eligibility Unit. Employment Services
assist workers to obtain and maintain employment, as well as supportive services to help clients
become self-sufficient. Lastly, a Services Unit investigates on average 70+ child abuse cases
annually. The City is ranked 13th in the Commonwealth for cases of abuse and neglect.
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Radford City Schools consists of two elementary, one intermediate, and one high school. Each
school is fully accredited through the
Virginia Department of Education. In
2015, the enrollment was 1,661 (an
increase of 10.5% since 2007). Radford
City School students are better prepared
for college and careers compared against
statewide averages. According to the
Virginia Department of Education, 47.5%
receive advanced diplomas compared to
39.7% statewide. Additionally, less than
4.1% of Radford students dropout or receive GEDs compared to 8.7% statewide. In 2009, the
City constructed a new Bell Heth Elementary School for grades third through sixth.
The Radford Public Library was constructed in 1980 and in 1993 a children’s wing was added.
The final addition was added in 2009, which increased the building footprint to nearly 20,000
square feet. Since the library opened in 1941, the collection of books has grown from 7,000 to
more than 75,000. Radford participates in the New River Public Library Cooperative (NRPL).
NRPL allows a resident to register in each participating library using the same library card and
number. Libraries in the cooperative include: Craig County, Iris Brammer (Narrows),
Pearisburg, Montgomery-Floyd Regional, and Pulaski County.
The City currently provides municipal utilities that include power, water, and sewer. Radford
Electric Department (RED) is one of more than 2,000 publicly owned electrical utilities in the
country. Upgrades to the 17th street substation, hydro plant, SCADA system have been
completed since 2008. RED serves about 7,400 customers, stretching across the City’s entire
boundary. A short-term area of focus is on lighting, transitioning to LED from high-pressure
sodium fixtures. Additional maintenance improvements are needed at substations (typically last
40 years or more) and metering upgrades.
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Since 2008, the water treatment plant has updated traveling screens and replaced the highwater head pump. City staff are currently working on upgrading two flocculation tanks in the
plant. Flocculation tanks mix untreated water to form larger particles (step 2 in the water
filtration process) prior to sedimentation. Originally constructed around 1938, the original
electrical wiring is within concrete walls
and need to be modernized with conduit
around basins.
On average, the primary New River intake
area stays about 7 feet deep and a
diversion wall helps direct water flow.
There is a local concern that the intake is
too shallow. Water treatment plant staff
conduct an annual cleaning of the intake
with a “swim event.” If the intake
experience issues that are beyond the
annual cleaning operations in the future,
dredging might be necessary to utilize the
existing location, or relocating the intake to
a deeper channel in the river.
Since 2008, the City has completed
significant waterline service upgrades.
This includes a water main line
replacement near Grove Avenue and upgrades on Kent Street. As is the case with most public
water systems, the City is focused on replacing aging water main lines that have experienced
leaks. City staff is also working to replace a limited number of undersized fire hydrants. A
replacement plan is in place to convert five 4-inch fire hydrants to 6-inch, and enhance water
pressure in residential neighborhoods.
Recent work with a private company to aerate sanitary sewer lines has proven useful to prolong
the longevity of existing infrastructure. Additionally, sanitary sewer volume has actually
decreased as a result of household appliances using less water. Radford is a partner with
Pulaski and Montgomery areas served by the regional wastewater treatment facility, Peppers
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Ferry Wastewater Treatment Authority. Both water and sewer have existing capacity to
accommodate future growth identified in this Comprehensive Plan update.
Solid waste collection in the City is collected curb-side from containers filled by residents and
some businesses. Most businesses and apartments are collected from dumpster type
containers owned by the property owner. In addition, the solid waste department makes several
special collections such as annual leaf collection, spring cleanup, Christmas tree recycling and
special collections of brush. Leaf collection occurs annually, during the months of October,
November, and December, including raking in the gutters and collecting leaves from private
residents.
The City provides Animal Control services as an aspect of the Police Department. An animal
control building is located near the City’s dog park and is staffed with one full-time position and
further supported by volunteers. Volunteers represent City residents as well as Radford
University students. The volume of animal control activity has remained relatively level over the
past six years with approximately 600-700 animal complaints annually and 300-400 animal
impoundments. In future budget years consideration should be given toward a support staff role
given the volume of activity.
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Public Facilities Map
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Public Water Map
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Public Sewer Map
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4.3 PARKS AND RECREATION
The City of Radford is bounded on most sides by the New River and is the only city in Virginia
located beside the river. The City’s proximity to
the river, scenic beauty, abundance of wildlife
and recreational facilities are key factors in
attracting residents and visitors to the area.
Radford has developed a series of parks, trails,
boat ramps and recreation facilities/centers to
complement its natural amenities.
The Parks and Recreation department’s mission
is to develop healthy, good citizens through
constructive leisure activities. Providing,
enhancing and maintaining public spaces,
parks, and recreational assets to meet the need
of the residents and visitors are essential for the
community’s well-being and sense of place.
There are nine parks within the City and two of
the parks offer access to the river where users
can participate in water-based activities such as
kayaking, canoeing, and fishing. The City also has an indoor Recreation Center with basketball
courts, racquet ball courts, a jogging track, exercise equipment and multipurpose rooms
available for community use. The City maintains approximately 195 acres of parkland. The
parks within the City are listed below:


Bisset Park



Havens Heights Park



John Dobbin’s Park



Riverview Park



Sisson Park/Hodge Field



Sunset Park



Veterans Park



Wildwood Park



New River Sport Complex
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Bisset Park and Wildwood Park are the two signature parks within the City of Radford. Bisset
Park is an active facility with multiple recreational activities available for residents, while
Wildwood Park is a passive park with trails, preservation of important natural features such as
Connelly’s Run, steep topography and mature
forest. These two parks are in the central portion
of the City and are linked by the Riverway Trail.
The City of Radford has a significant system of
recreational multi-purpose trails and bikeways.
The Riverway Trail provides views of the New
River and variety of birds’ species. The trail runs
alongside the water for 1.7 miles of its course.
There are four stops on Virginia’s Birding and
Wildlife trail that can be found on Radford’s portion of the New River. There are 5.5 miles of
trails within the City limits.
The Riverfront Master Plan was developed in 2006 by the consulting firm of Oliver, Webb,
Pappas, and Rhudy (OWPR). The goal of the plan was to make Radford an exceptional
recreation destination. The plan recommended increasing parks connectivity and trail linkages.
It also proposed new amenities and various improvements to the parks along the river. As part
of the implementation of this plan the City accomplished the following:


Made improvements at the Riverview Park by building new shelters and adding parking,
light, score board and boat ramp.



A new river access is in the works and will be completed within the next year.



The City built the New River Sports Complex located at 1601 New River Drive which is
about 15 acres in area. The complex features lighted fields for youth/Little League
Baseball, Softball and Soccer.

The City continues to enhance and improve the amenities in all of City parks. A new playground
set was recently installed at Sunset Park. The City values its natural beauty and woodlands
through Beautification Committee programs like Signature Tree. This program identified trees
residents and the City may want to consider planting when installing vegetation. Some of the
trees that are considered Signature Trees are Red October Glory Maple, Foster Holly, Eastern
Redbud and Sourwood.
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Parks & Trails Map
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4.4 TRANSPORTATION GOALS AND STRATEGIES
Radford transportation stakeholders, New River Valley Regional Commission’s Transportation
Technical Advisory Committee, and NRVMPO Technical Advisory Committee have identified
key transportation priorities in the City. Current transportation priorities are illustrated on the
Future Transportation Priorities Map and include:


Tyler Avenue and East Main Street Connector



Improvements to Park Road between Second Avenue and Rock Road



Tyler Avenue and Park Road Connector



Berkley Williams Drive to Staples Street Connector



Address public transit congestion and safety issues in Lot A



Expand transit services – provide more connections to employment and childcare, and
increase connectivity with surrounding systems.

These transportation priorities align specific infrastructure needs with housing and community
services that are located in the territory.

Public Transportation Planning
Radford Transit developed their most recent Transit Development Plan (TDP) in 2014. The
Virginia Department of Public Transportation (DRPT) requires that any public transit (bus, rail, or

Short-term goals
include exploring
a fare-free public
transit service ~

ferry) operator receiving state funding prepare, adopt,
and submit a TDP every six years. TDPs include both
constrained and unconstrained goals.
Although it is the newest public transportation system in
the region, Radford Transit is a leader in implementing
intelligent transportation system technology. Radford

Transit currently offers NextBus, a GPS satellite technology that tracks bus location and
estimates arrivals in real-time. The TDP identifies automated passenger counting and
enhanced payment systems.
Short/Mid-term organizational goals include: adjusting and optimizing existing routes, exploring
a fare free service, increasing marketing and outreach, and establishing more stops throughout
the NRV. Increasing seasonal routes to support recreational tourism, connections to regional
transportation systems, and evaluating on-demand services in low density areas were also
identified for analysis during this comprehensive plan update.
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In 2016, the NRVMPO partnered with each of the region’s public transportation providers to
develop a Regional Transit Study. The purpose of the study was to investigate potential
enhancements at overlapping bus stop locations. Radford Transit currently shares stop
locations in Fairlawn, Christiansburg, and Blacksburg. Key findings and recommendations
included the following:


Establish a time check at overlapping stops to synchronize arrival/departure times.



Ensure that all overlapping stop locations are handicapped accessible and connect with
surrounding bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure within a half-mile.



Expand existing services for commuters and non-emergency medical trips.



Provide a contact phone number for the appropriate transit provider(s) at each stop.



Incorporate shelters and passenger information (schedules, route info, etc.) at each
overlapping stop.

Roadway Corridor Planning
In 2011, the Transportation and Mobility Planning Division of the Virginia Department of
Transportation (VDOT) partnered with regional
planning organizations to develop a long-range
transportation plan. The 2035 New River Valley
Rural Long-Range Transportation Plan (RLRP)
included a comprehensive evaluation of
transportation needs. While the plan was
intended to be multimodal in nature, the primary
focus was on roadway system deficiencies.
The intersection of Tyler Road and Rock Road
was identified as a primary intersection deficiency
within the City. A signal upgrade is
recommended, along with continued monitoring
for potential improvements. A safety operational
deficiency was identified along Park Road,
between Rock Road and Second Avenue. Long-
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term strategies included reconstructing the roadway to meet urban standards, and provide a
sidewalk and bike lanes.
Fifteen operational deficiencies were identified, predominantly along the City’s primary
thoroughfare network. Deficiencies were noted along East Main Street, Rock Road, Auburn
Avenue, Eight Street, Seventh Street, Forest Avenue, VA Primary Route 232, Wadsworth
Street, Second Avenue, and Berkely Williams Drive. Long-term strategies involve upgrading
roadways to meet current urban standards and providing bike/ped improvements. The 2035
NRV Rural-Long-Range Plan also identified the Park-Tyler, and Tyler-Main Connectors as
future needs.

Bicycle and Pedestrian Planning
The City has documented bicycle and pedestrian needs in the 2014 NRVMPO Bicycle and
Pedestrian Plan, 2011 New River Valley Regional Bikeway-Walkway-Blueway Plan, and the
2007 Pathways Plan. The NRVMPO Bicycle and Pedestrian Plan focuses on the establishment
of a continuous network that links activity centers. The 2011 and 2007 plans focus on
expanding the network of bicycle and pedestrian more broadly, based on local user feedback.
Similar to much of the region, the City’s bike/ped system lacks connectivity between residential
and employment centers. The NRVMPO plan establishes two types of multimodal corridors: 1)
through corridors, and 2) placemaking corridors. Through corridors work to limit conflict points
between modes (bikes versus vehicles) of transportation (example: multipurpose path separate
from a roadway). Placemaking corridors

Multimodal corridors
are identified in the
NRVMPO Bicycle and
Pedestrian Plan ~

facilitate movement within activity centers and
blend modal design concepts (example: bike
lanes or shared roadways). The NRVMPO
Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan map
illustrates the multimodal Radford plan.
The 2011 and 2007 plans focus on expanding

the City’s multi-purpose trail system into the west-side of the community. Additionally,
connecting the Riverway to the New River Trail in Pulaski County, and the Huckleberry Trail in
Montgomery County are long-term goals.
US Bicycle Route 76 currently meanders 838 miles through the Commonwealth, intersecting
with multiple local, regional, and statewide trail systems. BR76 is one of fourteen officially
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designated parent routes across the United States. The City currently features an alternate
route that guides cyclists along the Riverway Trail.
The policies below were developed as a component of the 2030 Comprehensive Plan, and were
reviewed and updated by a working committee in 2014.

Transportation Policy 1: Multimodal Transportation Opportunities
Policy 1: Provide multi-modal transportation opportunities throughout the community.
Goal T-1:

Actively work with the New River Valley Metropolitan Planning Organization
and Regional Commission to evaluate and identify transportation options and
improve connectivity between modes for both residents and visitors.

Goal T-2:

Provide safe and accessible facilities for pedestrians, bicyclists, transit users,
and motorists.

Goal T-3:

Promote economic development within the City that includes multi-modal
options for employees.

Goal T-4:

Encourage a New River Valley regional passenger railroad service that
includes a train station in Radford.

Goal T-5:

Support Radford City School’s transportation needs.

Goal T-6:

Educate the public about existing transportation needs.

Goal T-7:

Look for synergies among transportation improvement efforts for different
modes and populations.

Implementation Strategies:
Strategy A.

Expand the City’s trails and pathways network, as recommended by the
Pathways and Open Space Plans, and citizen surveys; pursue appropriate
funding through VDOT’s Local Programs (Transportation Alternatives,
Revenue Sharing, etc.).

Strategy B.

Bolster the partnership between the City and Radford University to implement
projects that are identified in Radford Transit’s Transportation Demand Plan.

Strategy C.

Ensure local projects include bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure that is
identified in the NRVMPO’s Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan and
Radford’s Pathways Plan.
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Strategy D.

Strive to achieve official designation as a “Bike Friendly Community” by
making streets, intersections, and traffic signals safer for bicyclists and
pedestrians.

Strategy E.

Partner with the Radford Heritage Foundation and other tourism agencies to
determine transportation needs of visitors and explore opportunities to
provide services.

Strategy F.

Work with regional transportation stakeholders to identify a location for a
passenger rail station in Radford.

Strategy G.

Identify and evaluate potential transportation services for the elderly
population.

Strategy H.

Identify technologies that support and encourage ride-sharing programs and
public transportation.

Strategy I.

Conduct a needs assessment to identify school system transportation needs.

Strategy J.

Post relevant statewide, regional, and local transportation plans on the City’s
website and make hard copies available at the library for checkout.

Transportation Policy 2: Attractive Community Gateways
Policy 2: City gateways and primary transportation corridors should be attractive and serve as
models of excellence in community design and development patterns.
Goal T-8:

Enhance corridors through landscaping, lighting, model signage, and corridor
revitalization. Particular emphasis should be placed on community gateways.

Goal T-9:

Promote quality mixed-use development along transportation corridors in
areas designated in the Future Land Use plan.

Goal T-10:

Encourage safe, convenient, and efficient access to residential and
commercial development along the corridor.

Implementation Strategies:
Strategy K.

Work with Montgomery County to implement projects identified in the I-81
Exit 109 Urban Development Area Study to enhance the Route 177 corridor.

Strategy L.

Work with Pulaski County to enhance the visual quality streetscape of the US
Route 11 corridor, north of the City.
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Strategy M.

Enhance the city’s community gateway corridors (US Route 11, Route 177,
and Route 232, and Bicycle Route 76) with lighting, landscaping, and
attractive wayfinding signage.

Strategy N.

Manage new development and improvements within the City’s gateway
corridors through implementation of Corridor Overlay Zoning Districts to guide
the design and patterns of development.

Strategy O.

Continue to improve the City’s wayfinding signage system (for historic sites,
public facilities, special events, parks, the Visitor’s Center, etc.) to facilitate
resident and tourist activity at all important attractions.

Strategy P.

Designate Tyler Avenue, and East and West Main Streets as primary
gateways for Radford; establish commercial and activity nodes and promote
quality revitalization and infill development as recommended by this
Comprehensive Plan.

Strategy Q.

Develop design guidelines/standards for the enhancement of community
gateways.
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4.5 PUBLIC SERVICES, FACILITIES, AND UTILITIES GOALS AND STRATEGIES
The policies below were developed as a component of the 2030 Comprehensive Plan update
and phone interviews with utility operators.

Public Services, Facilities, and Utilities Policy 1: Effective and Efficient
Policy 1: Public services and facilities should be provided effectively and efficiently in serving
the public safety, health and welfare of the entire community.
Goal 1-1:

Provide a safe environment for living, working, learning and playing;

Goal 1-2:

Promote regional coordination and long-range planning for public utility
facilities and services;

Goal 1-3:

Ensure that police, fire and rescue services are sufficient to meet the needs
of Radford’s growing community;

Goal 1-4:

Promote partnerships, where feasible, to provide public facilities;

Goal 1-5:

Continuously evaluate whether adequate infrastructure capacity exists to
manage water, sewer, electrical, and stormwater demand;

Goal 1-6:

Support Internet Service Providers and others delivering technology services
to residents and businesses by ensuring a business-friendly environment and
policies that allow deployment of new/emerging technology.

Implementation Strategies:
Strategy A.

Enhance public safety by hosting educational events such as citizen
academies or public safety meetings to inform residents and businesses of
police, fire and rescue services, public safety issues, and improve
communication.

Strategy B.

Evaluate public safety responsiveness—identify and remediate service gaps
to ensure effective levels of service for police, fire and rescue.

Strategy C.

Identify and address short-term fire and rescue equipment needs—complete
5-year capital investment plans for fire, rescue, and police.

Strategy D.

Continue to collaborate with neighboring local governments on regional utility
services that are in the best interest of the City; annually engage Pulaski
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County and Montgomery County in regional utility matters to ensure services
are relevant and meeting anticipated demand.
Strategy E.

Partner with local energy providers to offer incentives for citizens and
businesses investing in energy efficient improvements and distributed energy
production.

Strategy F.

Continue to increase recycling participation well above the state threshold of
25% in the waste stream by educating residents and businesses about the
system available to them in the City. Consider increasing options for
recycling (plastic lined containers) and a compost sharing program.

Strategy G.

Evaluate the long-term viability of leasing private property for public services
and public properties for private uses.

Strategy H.

Identify potential collaborations between public services that could be colocated — improving accessibility for the public.

Strategy I.

Identify and document animal control facility and volunteer needs. Consider
adding a support staff position in future budget years based on volume of
activity through Animal Control.

Strategy J.

Continue partnerships with neighboring localities to address juvenile
detention needs.

Strategy K.

Enhance the GIS inventory database for public facilities and properties to
track and prioritize infrastructure investments.

Strategy L.

Develop a structural and routine maintenance plan for stormwater
management facilities.

Strategy M.

Determine specific broadband needs of citizens and businesses; then work
with internet service providers to address gaps in service and/or capacity
needs.

Strategy N.

Convert downtown lighting fixtures from High Pressure Sodium (HPS) to Light
Emitting Diode (LED).

Strategy O.

Upgrade the water treatment plant electrical wiring system and filtration
equipment.
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Strategy P.

Upgrade fire hydrants and existing water main lines.

Public Services, Facilities, and Utilities Policy 2: Available and Accessible
Policy 2: Quality educational programs and facilities should be available and accessible to
citizens of all ages.
Goal 2-1:

Provide a continuous learning environment for all citizens;

Goal 2-2:

Encourage diverse partnerships to meet the educational needs of citizens
and employers.

Implementation Strategies:
Strategy Q.

Encourage after-hours use of school and other public facilities as space for
recreational, educational, workforce training, or other needed programs.

Strategy R.

Partner with Radford University, Virginia Tech, and New River Community
College to provide lifelong learning programs.

Strategy S.

Market and promote the achievements and educational qualities of the
Radford School System.

Strategy T.

Promote energy efficiency educational programs and incentives that teach
citizens ways to improve the efficiency of their homes.

Strategy U.

Explore new collaborative synergies and opportunities between local
universities, Radford City Schools, local businesses, and non-profits.

Public Services, Facilities, and Utilities Policy 3: Coordination and Promotion
Community services and facilities should be publicized, coordinated and easily accessible to all
persons.
Goal 3-1:

Provide leadership in coordinating available public services and in meeting
the needs for public facilities and programs;

Goal 3-2:

Ensure equitable and quality levels of community services to citizens;

Goal 3-3:

Coordinate new development with the available and planned public services
and utilities;
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Goal 3-4:

Engage citizens through traditional and social media methods of
communication.

Implementation Strategies:
Strategy V.

Encourage public-private partnerships that develop additional public spaces
and facilities for community events.

Strategy W.

Assemble and post on the City’s website a coordinated listing of available
community services and facilities serving the City and the region as a
resource for citizens.

Strategy X.

Host an annual or bi-annual collaboration meeting with human service
agencies to share program information, discuss community needs, and
coordinate activities.

Strategy Y.

Identify and invest in technology that would improve communication between
public agencies.

Strategy Z.

Improve information sharing with citizens by integrating social media into
existing public use facilities (calendar of events, City alerts, information
requests, etc.)

Strategy AA. Identify methods of sharing technological resources with elderly, low-income,
school-aged children, and other populations that may be intimidated by, or
lack financial resources to purchase, technology devices.

4.6 PARKS AND RECREATION GOALS AND STRATEGIES
The policies below were developed as a component of the 2030 Comprehensive Plan update.

Parks and Recreation Policy 1: Fundamental to Quality of Life
Policy 1: Parks and recreational facilities are fundamental to the overall quality of life and
economic stability of the City of Radford.
Goal 1-1:

Provide outstanding parks, recreational facilities and programs to serve
residents and attract visitors to Radford;
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Goal 1-2:

Improve all existing park facilities through the development and
implementation of maintenance standards;

Goal 1-3:

Continue progress toward implementation of the 2007 Pathways and Open
Space Plans;

Goal 1-4:

Encourage and support regional multiuse trail connections that link trails
throughout the New River Valley and beyond (i.e., New River Trail
Extension).

Goal 1-5:

Encourage more access to water recreation and/or swimming facilities for
Radford citizens and visitors.

Goal I-6

Partner with local citizen groups to implement strategies for building a culture
of healthy eating and active living that is accessible, easy, and affordable to
anyone.

Implementation Strategies:
Strategy A.

Prepare a Parks and Recreation Master Plan that details parks and
recreational programming, facilities and maintenance standards, budget, and
evaluates existing and future needs, including monitoring and replacement of
playground equipment.

Strategy B.

Improve access to Bisset Park through the addition of a new entrance.

Strategy C.

Implement park maintenance standards for all existing park facilities.

Strategy D.

Maintain and enhance recreation center equipment and facility.

Strategy E.

Develop a phased implementation plan for the Pathways and Open Space
Plans recommendations and determine appropriate funding sources. Support
the efforts of Pathways for Radford, a non-profit organization in the City
committed to trail development and maintenance of open spaces for the
public to enjoy.

Strategy F.

Implement the top priority projects including the recommendations of the
Pathways and Open Space Plans and pursue funding solicitations and
inclusion in City budgets. This could include improving the hiking and
educational facilities at Wildwood Park, extending the Riverway Trail, and
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providing alternative transportation modes such as bike routes and sidewalks
that will make for a healthier community.
Strategy G.

Partner with Montgomery and Pulaski Counties to create a regional multiuse
trail that links the Pathways for Radford trails with the Huckleberry Trail in
Blacksburg and the New River Trail in Pulaski.

Strategy H.

Partner with private organizations to sponsor trails or sections of trails to help
fund them.

Strategy I.

Pursue partnerships with the New River Trail State Park, Pulaski County,
Pathways for Radford, Friends of the Huckleberry and others that may be
willing to work on implementing the New River Trail Extension through the
City of Radford with connection to the Huckleberry Trail.

Strategy J.

Work with Radford City Schools and Pathways for Radford to develop and
implement Safe Routes to School programs for all schools in the City.

Strategy K.

Work with the Radford Recreation Department to develop a feasibility study
for access to water recreation opportunities.

Strategy L.

Develop strategies to capture U.S. Bike Route 76 traffic.

Strategy M.

Explore the ability to add drinking fountains, restrooms, and benches along
trails to serve as rest stations.

Strategy N.

Evaluate the potential for linking a trail between Riverview Park and Bisset
Park.

Strategy O.

Improve New River access through accessibility, beautification, and
promotion.

Strategy P.

Educate New River users through classes and river trips so residents can
enjoy the river safely.

Parks and Recreation Policy 2: Environmental Sustainability
Policy 2: Radford’s natural environment and green infrastructure should be protected and
preserved to ensure a high quality of life and continued environmental sustainability.
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Goal 2-1:

Raise public awareness of Radford’s “Green Infrastructure” and identify green
initiatives that will enhance the City’s overall environment and capacity for
making informed decisions;

Goal 2-2:

Be a leader within the New River Valley through implementing the New River
Valley Green Infrastructure Plan to identify and protect significant natural
features for future generations;

Goal 2-3:

Promote environmental conservation and protection along riparian corridors.

Implementation Strategies:
Strategy Q.

Develop and apply a detailed “Green Infrastructure” Plan to guide the City in
implementing appropriate green initiatives and making quality decisions with
respect to environmental issues (e.g. water supply, storm water
management, tree cover, etc.); solicit funding from grants or other sources.

Strategy R.

Amend the Zoning Ordinance and Map to include the New River floodplain
conservation area and the riparian buffer zones along important streams
throughout the City; consider a riparian corridor of at least 100 feet from the
banks of the stream (200 feet wide from the middle of the stream minimum).

Strategy S.

Consider adding new open space and/or park facilities in areas identified by
the Pathways and Open Space Plans.

Strategy T.

Review and update the Zoning Ordinance with respect to trees, landscaping,
buffers, open space and environmental protection requirements for new
development.

Strategy U.

Identify and employ best practices in erosion and sediment control to protect
riparian areas.

Parks and Recreation Policy 3: Linking New Development to Adopted Plans
Policy 3: New public and private development should be consistent with adopted plans for
pathways and future parks.
Goal 3-1:

Promote recreational and pathway linkages when considering new public and
private development.
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Implementation Strategies:
Strategy V.

Raise public awareness for proposed recreation and pathways projects by
encouraging neighborhood and resident participation in community projects;
celebrate accomplishments through events and media.

Strategy W.

Review all development plans for consistency with adopted pathways and
park plans; encourage linkages that connect development to the parks.

Strategy X.

Analyze the potential impacts of new developments on the current and
proposed parks system to ensure adequate parkland, facilities and programs;
encourage developers to include usable land for park facilities to meet
resident and public needs.

Parks and Recreation Policy 4: Tree Preservation
Trees should be protected and preserved as an important environmental and recreational asset
to the City of Radford.
Goal 4-1:

Encourage the preservation of existing trees in new developments;

Goal 4-2:

Encourage native tree retention, replacement and planting.

Implementation Strategies:
Strategy Y.

Promote and expand the Signature Tree Program, tree planting and other
beautification projects in the City.

Strategy Z.

Develop public education materials for the Signature Tree Program and other
beautification projects in Radford.

Strategy AA. Promote tree conservation and planting efforts in all public projects and
actions; encourage private tree conservation efforts through public education
and environmental awards.
Strategy BB: Promote the Beautification and Municipal Forest Commission within the City
of Radford.
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5 HOUSING
Despite the heavy influence of the private market on a locality’s housing, virtually every aspect
of local government responsibility affects the development and availability of housing: utilities,
education, transportation, welfare, health, police and fire protection, and taxation. Local public
policies provide the framework within which the housing market must operate and can be used
to strongly influence both the quantity and quality of the housing supply.
Primary challenges for the City typically revolve around the scarcity of land for new construction.
For this reason, much of the housing activity within City limits is rehabilitation, adaptive reuse, or
infill in nature. The presence of Radford University also creates an even greater need for land
and housing as the University expands. The combination of existing challenges and forecasted
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needs affords opportunities to explore more compact development – improving sustainability
and reducing infrastructure costs.
Less than 10% of the City’s housing stock was constructed in the last 17 years. The largest
portion of housing was built in the 1970s, slightly more than 1,300. A large majority (82%) of the
housing is single-family use.
In Radford, and across much of the New River Valley, the population is rapidly growing older.
Housing that allows older adults to stay in their homes longer and avoid institutional care is a
regional focus. In addition, the City has a substantial number of college students that largely
occupy multi-family rental properties throughout the community. Short-term priorities focus on
providing housing opportunities that have good accessibility to local jobs. Priority strategies
include:
1. Encourage diversity in housing types, sizes, and qualities throughout the community to
meet current needs.
2. Encourage the use of historic tax credits to finance rehabilitation and reconstruction of
mixed-use development.
3. Identify potential residential development sites that have close proximity to jobs and
services.
4. Support the development of lifespan friendly housing and long-term care options close to
community services and amenities.
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2017 Residential Zoning
R1 – R4 Map
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5.1 HOUSING GOALS AND STRATEGIES
The New River Valley HOME Consortium is a regional consortium that includes the counties of
Floyd, Giles, Montgomery, Pulaski, the City of Radford
and the towns therein. The purpose of the HOME
Consortium is to support the creation of housing
opportunities for Low-Moderate Income (LMI) people in
the New River Valley. The HOME Consortium has
completed multiple projects in Radford which provide
housing in renovated downtown buildings with
commercial use on the ground floor and residential use
on upper floors.
Section 8, also known as the Housing Choice Voucher
Program (HCVP), is reserved for households earning
50% of the area median income or below. The HCVP
provides housing assistance to low-income families, the
elderly, and the disabled. Radford City Rental
Assistance administers more than 100 vouchers for the City program.
Several apartment complexes in the City offer project-based Section 8 housing as well: Fairfax
Village Apartments, New River Garden Apartments, New River Overlook, Riverbend
Apartments, and Willow Woods Apartments. The website www.virginiahousingsearch.com
provides a searchable database for Section 8 housing.
New River Community Action prepares an annual regional report regarding homelessness.
Communities that receive Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) funding for
homelessness are required to perform an annual count, to determine future levels of funding.
Although regional in scope, many of the member agencies are Radford-based, such as the
Women’s Resource Center and Radford Department of Social Services. See table 7-18 in
Chapter 7, Economy and Land, for Homelessness Count data.
The City of Radford is also a Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) Entitlement
Community. The designation enables the City to receive an annual allocation from HUD to fund
housing and community development projects within the City. Currently the City uses these
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funds for affordable housing projects or owner-occupied rehabilitation for income-eligible
applicants.
The policies below were developed as a component of the 2030 Comprehensive Plan, and were
reviewed and updated by a working committee in 2014.

Housing Policy 1: Provide Housing Opportunities for all Residents
Policy 1: Radford’s housing stock should be diverse, safe, and provide housing opportunities for
all residents.
Goal H-1:

Encourage diversity of housing types, sizes, and qualities throughout the
community to meet the needs of residents.

Goal H-2:

Ensure that housing is available for elderly, disabled and other persons with
special needs.

Goal H-3:

Support and ensure an adequate supply of affordable housing for all
incomes.

Goal H-4:

Provide appropriate regulations and oversight to ensure safe and sanitary
conditions of homes, apartments, and other dwelling units throughout the
City.

Goal H-5:

Engage Radford University in collaborative efforts to address adequate and
appropriate housing availability for projected student populations.

Implementation Strategies:
Strategy A.

Develop a detailed housing strategic plan to address current housing needs
and position for future growth; consider infrastructure development that may
be required; include recommendations for incentives to address housing
development needs; inventory affordable housing within the City.

Strategy B.

Encourage neighborhood reinvestment through the funding of special
neighborhood revitalization projects using Community Development Block
Grant (CDBG), the New River Valley HOME Consortium, Capital
Improvement Program, or other sources.
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Strategy C.

Evaluate and use data such as commuting patterns, home sales, and Census
data to better understand how Radford residents’ housing needs can be met.

Housing Policy 2: Capitalize on Existing Housing Stock
Policy 2: Capitalize on existing housing stock through repair, upgrades, and maintenance while
promoting high performance building retrofits.
Goal H-6:

Evaluate conditions and availability of housing stock to determine whether it
is appropriate for the needs of all residents.

Goal H-7:

Encourage the rehabilitation and maintenance of existing housing to enhance
quality and environmental stewardship.

Goal H-8:

Encourage sensitive renovation of existing residential structures in historic
districts and established neighborhoods.

Goal H-9:

Encourage public/private partnerships to address housing needs in the
community.

Goal H-10:

Support home modifications to assist aging in place.

Implementation Strategies:
Strategy D.

Conduct a detailed housing study to evaluate housing age, use, size, renter
versus homeownership, market value, occupancy, and potential efficiency
and performance improvement opportunities.

Strategy E.

Actively monitor housing within Radford to address availability, condition of
homes, and planning/policy to accurately calculate availability and potential
rehabilitation of neighborhoods.

Strategy F.

Draft ordinances to provide homeowners and investors incentives to
rehabilitate existing housing stock.

Strategy G.

Develop and implement a Property Maintenance Code using model programs
that have been developed elsewhere in Virginia.

Strategy H.

Identify and pursue funding resources to assist with home modifications and
assessments/audits.
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Housing Policy 3: New Housing Preserves Community Character
Policy 3: New residential development should be compatible in design with existing
neighborhoods and the community’s character while also promoting the use of high
performance building techniques.
Goal H-12:

Encourage new housing development in existing neighborhoods that is
sensitive to existing architectural styles and development patterns.

Goal H-13:

Encourage the conservation of natural resources and protection of important
viewsheds, prime open spaces, and natural landscapes of scenic and
ecological beauty when developing new housing in previously undeveloped
areas.

Goal H-14:

Identify appropriate locations for new housing developments that are
appropriate and best suited for protection of natural resources and
implementation of Green Infrastructure Guidebook concepts.

Goal H-15:

Promote development of resource efficient housing stock across income
levels.

Goal H-16:

Promote the development of a housing stock that utilizes lifespan friendly
design criteria and high performance building techniques for residential
construction.

Goal H-17:

Promote the development of housing stock that has close proximity to jobs
and services, and encourage mixed-use development.

Goal H-18:

Encourage public/private partnerships to address new development housing
needs.

Goal H-19:

Identify appropriate locations for new housing developments that help drive
economic development for the City.

Implementation Strategies:
Strategy I.

Amend the Zoning Ordinance to include Neighborhood Conservation Overlay
Districts for building rehabilitation and new infill development.
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Strategy J.

Amend the Zoning and Subdivision Ordinances to include additional
development standards for infill housing, planned residential developments,
and protection of viewsheds and open spaces.

Strategy K.

Develop ordinances, guidelines, resources, and technical support to provide
incentives that promote lifespan friendly design and high performance
building techniques and best practices.

Housing Policy 4: Promote Sustainability and Walkability
Policy 4: Promote community sustainability and walkability in the downtowns and other
designated areas.
Goal H-20:

Consider mixed-use developments in the West End and East End Downtown
business districts.

Goal H-21:

Promote high performance building in the City according to the Future Land
Use plan.

Goal H-22:

Encourage neighborhood-friendly businesses in existing and future
residential areas.

Implementation Strategies:
Strategy L.

Review the Zoning Ordinance to ensure appropriate residential uses,
densities and development standards in the areas that allow for mixed-uses.

Strategy M.

Develop and offer incentive programs (low interest grants/loans, reduced
utility connections fees, university partners program, etc.) to encourage more
mixed-use projects.

Strategy N.

Identify locations conducive to neighborhood-friendly businesses and provide
incentives.

Housing Policy 5: Promote Individual Identity
Policy 5: Promote individual neighborhood identity in existing neighborhoods.
Goal H-24:

Encourage more neighborhood associations to build a stronger sense of
pride throughout the City.

Implementation Strategies:
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Strategy O.

Develop the identity of existing neighborhoods based on geographical
location and culture to promote the formation of active neighborhood groups
to assist the City in addressing issues and improving neighborhoods. Offer
support for citizen-led initiatives that benefit neighborhood sustainability and
resilience.

Strategy P.

Develop a neighborhood organization model and promote its use throughout
the City.
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6. LAND USE
The primary purpose of the Comprehensive Plan is to establish the City’s policies and strategies
for guiding future use of land, with particular emphasis on current and foreseen changes in the
community. A significant amount of the City’s land area is devoted to residential land uses
(49%). About 21% is currently zoned in open space, 8% industrial or commercial, about 7%
business, and less than 5% University District.
Since 2007, the City has seen positive growth in local businesses and multi-family residential
development. Despite substantial losses in industrial manufacturing, employment trends closely
mirror Virginia State averages. On average, the City has seen slightly more than a 4%
employment growth since the first quarter of 2015.
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§15.2-2223.1 of the Code of Virginia enables communities to identify Urban Development Areas
(UDA). As a component of this Comprehensive Plan update, the City of Radford identifies the
following UDAs: Central District, Foundry Industrial Area, Radford University, and Tyler
Gateway. The UDA growth areas are illustrated on the Future Growth Areas Map.
The following page contains a map that identifies distinct areas and neighborhoods in the City
which is intended to be used as a reference for the land use chapter.
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Radford Subdivisions
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Future growth on the City’s West End is anticipated to occur in and around the intersection of
US Route 11 and West Main Street, and around the Foundry property. In 2015, the City
partnered with the Community Design Assistance Center (CDAC) to develop conceptual master
plans for both areas. The first growth area is referred to as the Central District, and the second
is known simply as Foundry Industrial Area.
The Central District improvements would create a welcoming atmosphere for pedestrians to
enjoy shopping, dining, and views of the river. Building heights would be limited to blend with
the surrounding community character. Fill material from the I-81 Exit 105 and New River Bridge
Replacement will remedy topography challenges between West Main Street and the existing rail
corridor, ultimately expanding the potential commercial development area at this busy
intersection. CDAC developed the graphic below that illustrates the Central District concept.

Central District Concept Map
Historically, the West End has served as a significant industrial area. The Foundry Industrial
Area features some of the most developable land, located outside of a floodplain, within the City
limits. Redevelopment concepts involve transitioning towards a light-industrial with a focus on
high tech and commercial center. The space could cluster structures and incorporate bicycle
and pedestrian trails meandering throughout the property – offering passive recreation for
employees and residents.
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Future growth on the City’s East End is anticipated to occur in and around the University and
along Tyler Avenue. Radford University’s Campus Master Plan identifies future growth to the
east, towards the recently completed outdoor recreation complex. The increase in students and
faculty/staff will also create a necessity for additional housing and commercial development.
The graphic below illustrates a 30-year out concept developed by Hanbury Evans Wright Vlattas
+ Company, as a component of the 2008 plan.

Radford University 30-Year Concept Map

The Tyler Gateway has been identified as a growth area since the early 1980s. Montgomery
County anticipates substantial commercial growth around the Exit 109 interchange. The City
boundary is approximately 2-miles from the interchange. Residential development will create
new housing accommodations for local residents and students. New mixed-use and light
commercial will serve the travelling public and create opportunities to market the area as a
tourism destination. In the 1990’s the City worked with Montgomery County to develop a Tyler
Avenue/Rt. 177 Corridor Plan that requires joint planning review for projects within the corridor.
The City and County should revisit the planning document to ensure anticipated land uses align
with current visions for the corridor development.
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2017 Existing Land Use Map
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6.2 LAND USE GOALS AND STRATEGIES
The policies below were developed as a component of the 2030 Comprehensive Plan update.

Land Use 1: Harmony with the Natural and Built Environment
Policy 1: New Development should be undertaken in a well planner, coordinated manner that is
harmonious with the landscape and the existing built environment.
Goal L-1:

Provide appropriate development guidelines for new development.

Goal L-2:

Encourage new development that is attractive and fits in with Radford’s
natural environment, residential neighborhoods, and downtown districts.

Goal L-3

Celebrate linear parks and riparian areas, and ensure built environment does
not damage ecological assets.

Implementation Strategies:
Strategy A.

Amend the Zoning Ordinance to include improved provisions for site
development in residential, commercial, and industrial districts.
Considerations might include amendments to lot sizes, yards, building height,
buffers, landscaping, lighting, setbacks, signage, parking, greenspace
requirements, scenic landscape protection, walkability, and illustrations to
supplement the district regulations.

Strategy B.

Amend the Zoning Ordinance to include new districts for the designated land
uses that are represented within the Zoning Code, such as neighborhood
conservation areas in order to encourage compatible development. When
updating the Zoning Map, review adjacent districts for complimentary and
compatible uses.

Strategy C.

Amend the Zoning Ordinance to require access to public parks and
greenspace in all new residential developments.

Land Use 2: Balanced Land Development
Policy 2: Land development in Radford should be balanced and include both residential and
business land uses in order to provide sustainable economy for the future and a strong tax base
to support public services and facilities.
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Goal L-4:

Encourage new business development in appropriate locations to ensure
quality support services and diverse employment opportunities.

Goal L-5:

Strive to achieve a land use balance that helps ensure stability of the City’s
tax base.

Implementation Strategies:
Strategy D.

Actively recruit new businesses to Radford that fulfill a needed market niche
and work toward the vision for economic growth and sustainability of the
community.

Strategy E.

Work with new businesses to encourage quality design in new development
that meets existing development standards.

Strategy F.

Amend the Zoning Ordinance to better define desired land uses and
development patterns in residential, business, mixed-use and
manufacturing/industrial districts.

Strategy G.

Evaluate on an annual basis the residential to business land use base and
develop a proactive strategy for achieving the desired tax base mixture.
Considerations might include incentives as a potential strategy to attract the
desired land development types.

Land Use 3: Pursue New Development on Underutilized Properties
Policy 3: Redevelopment of underutilized residential and business properties should be pursued
for development before considering new development on vacant, undeveloped land.
Goal L-5:

Pursue appropriate redevelopment and revitalization of underutilized
properties along City gateway corridors and elsewhere.

Implementation Strategies:
Strategy H.

Pursue the redevelopment opportunity for the West-End Village Center by
working with private land owners and other key community stakeholders.

Strategy I.

Partner with property owner to clean up and redevelop the Foundry Site.

Strategy J.

Improve the West Main Street corridor streetscape through
consistent/harmonious landscape, signage, lighting and sidewalk
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improvements, and careful implementation of the West Main Street Corridor
Plan.

Strategy K.

Work with corridor property owners to enhance and improve the appearance
and/or condition of the properties along the key corridors to put them back in
to active use. Considerations might include financial incentives that will
assist in making improvements so the properties are more attractive/viable for
business use.
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7 THE CITY AND ITS PEOPLE (EXISTING CONDITIONS)
Public engagement was an important component of the 2017 Comprehensive Plan update.
Engagement consisted of two main components: a citizen survey; and open house public
meetings to share the draft plan content with the public. A citizen survey was mailed with City
utility bills to Radford citizens in January 2014. An online version of the survey was also made
available. A total of 476 citizens submitted responses via hard copy or through the online
option. Based on the survey, future focus areas should include:
1. Safe neighborhoods
2. Services and facilities for older adults
3. Growth of new and existing businesses
4. Transparent local government
5. Pedestrian-friendly neighborhoods
6. Good PreK-12 schools
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7. Support for local businesses development
A Virginia Tech graduate-level class prepared an in-depth analysis of the survey, which can be
found in the Appendix. Below is a summary with the most frequent responses:
Strengths:


Nature, Parks and Recreation



Public Services



Community Appearance

Weaknesses:


Business – Industrial/historically large employers decreasing



Transportation – traffic, road conditions



Neighborhood development and quality housing options

Challenges:


Economy – making transition from large employer base to multiple smaller
employers

Actions to Implement:


Business Development – focus on expanding existing where possible



Establish a small business strategy for the City



Continue expansion and recruitment efforts with large employers

A survey of public school students (mostly middle school and a few high school students) was
conducted at the Radford Public Library following the release of school on an afternoon in April
2014. Responses were gathered from 22 students. While perhaps not representative of the
entire student body, the students did express appreciation for many of the same features (e.g.,
parks, trails, and close-knit community) that adults voiced in the larger survey. A majority of the
students expressed interest in living in Radford after completing their education.
Working groups, consisting of Planning Commission members, City employees, and residents
focused on updating and developing policies, goals, and strategies for the plan update.
Working groups focused on the following topic areas: economic development; historic
resources; housing; land use; natural resources; public services, facilities, and utilities; and
transportation. The input gathered during the working group process informed the content of
this plan update.
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7.1 OUR POPULATION
Radford’s population continues to grow, expanding approximately 29% since 1980 and
outpacing the region as a whole (NRV 27.6%, 1980-2015). However, the age composition of
the city is shifting. Prime working age individuals, 25-54
years old, have declined in both absolute and relative terms
as older and younger population increased.
An aging population is a regional, statewide, and national
trend. Groups who require public services continue to grow,
while the numbers of those most likely to financially support
those services continue to decrease. Radford’s population
ages 15-24 also continues to grow, in large part due to the
presence of Radford University. Population ages 35-39
grew more than 25% between 2000 and 2015, indicating
positive growth in the number of working families. Despite
an increase in certain working age populations, the real
average median household income as decreased by nearly
20% since 1990.
Table 7-1
City of Radford Population 1980-2010
% Change
Area

1980

1990

2000

2010

2015*

20002015

City of Radford

13,225

15,940

15,859

16,408

17,057

7.55%

Town of Blacksburg

30,638

34,590

39,573

42,620

43,530

10.00%

Town of

10,345

15,004

16,947

21,041

21,623

27.59%

Floyd County

11,563

12,005

13,874

15,279

15,523

11.89%

Giles County

17,810

16,366

16,657

17,286

16,907

1.50%

Montgomery County

63,516

73,913

83,629

94,392

96,467

15.35%

Pulaski County

35,229

34,496

35,127

34,872

34,528

-1.71%

New River Valley

141,343

152,720

165,146

178,237

180,482

9.29%

5,346,818

6,187,358

7,078,515

8,001,024

8,256,630

16.64%

Christiansburg

Virginia

Source: U.S. Census Bureau. *American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates.
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Table 7-2

% Change

2010

2012

2014

2016

City of Radford

16,408

16,714

17,441

17,228

5.00%

Floyd County

15,279

15,542

15,641

15,321

0.30%

Giles County

17,286

17,486

17,399

17,024

-1.50%

Montgomery County

94,392

95,626

97,405

98,509

4.40%

Pulaski County

34,872

34,599

34,871

34,577

-0.80%

NRV Population Estimates

2010-2016

Sources: U.S. Census Bureau; Weldon Cooper Center.

Table 7-3
City Radford Population by Age Group
Age Group

% Change

2000

2010

2015*

Under 5

561

598

494

-11.94%

5-9

547

620

563

2.93%

10-14

592

586

759

28.21%

15 - 19

2,719

2,586

3337

22.73%

20 - 24

4,605

5,416

4880

5.97%

25 - 29

1,039

937

1059

1.92%

30 - 34

671

665

629

-6.26%

35 - 39

682

645

857

25.66%

40 - 44

710

619

622

-12.39%

45 - 49

671

620

501

-25.34%

50 - 54

633

637

670

5.85%

55 - 59

531

607

728

37.10%

60 - 64

433

490

592

36.72%

65 - 69

368

414

395

7.34%

70 - 74

402

298

372

-7.46%

75 and over

695

670

599

-13.81%

15,859

16,408

17,057

7.55%

Total

2000-2015

Source: U.S. Census Bureau. *American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates.
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Prime working age individuals, 25-54 years old, have declined in both absolute and relative
terms as older and younger population increased. The ratio of prime working age citizens to
students and retirees has decreased roughly 13% since 2000. Meaning, every one prime
working-age individual supported 2.93 people in 2015 compared to 2.59 in 2000.
Table 7-4
City of Radford Prime Working Age
Absolute Change

% Change

2000-2015

2000-2015

10,033

1009

11.18%

4,123

4,338

-68

-1.54%

2,429

2,479

2,686

257

10.58%

259.94

297.96

293.20

33.26

12.79%

Age Group

2000

2010

2015*

0-24

9,024

9,806

25-54

4,406

55+
Age Dependency Ratio

Source: U.S. Census Bureau. *American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates.

Table 7-5 (below) provides an overview of the City’s population by race and origin. The City has
approximately 12% more White population than the national average (85.3% compared to
73.6%). Alternatively, the City has far fewer Asian and other races combined than the national
average (2.66% compared to 9.8%).
Table 7-5
City of Radford 2015 Race and Origin
Number of Residents

Percent

One race

16,571

97.15%

White

14,549

85.30%

1,567

9.19%

0

0.00%

330

1.93%

0

0.00%

Other race

125

0.73%

Two or more races

486

2.85%

17,057

100.00%

510

2.99%

Black or African American
American Indian and Alaska Native
Asian
Native Hawaiian and other Pacific Islander

Total population
Hispanic or Latino (of any race)
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2015 ACS 5-Year Estimates.
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The City’s nominal income continued to increase between 1990 and 2015; however, real
incomes have actually been declining. The decline in real incomes is largely attributed to
increased student enrollment at Radford University between 1990-2015. The majority of
students are captured by the US Census as Radford residents since they live in the community
nine-months out of the year, or more. Just over 50% of the City’s population is comprised of
university students, so this will disproportionately impact some data such as household income
since students have limited earning potential given their time commitment to education.
The fact that both real median family and non-family incomes also saw reductions, following the
recession, signals economic factors influenced income indicators. This is bolstered by the City’s
incomes diverging from larger statewide trends. Virginia indicators of real income grew
consistently from 1990 until the Great Recession and have since plateaued.
Table 7-6
Median and Per Capita Income 1990-2015 (Nominal)
City of Radford

1990

2000

2010*

2015*

Median Household Income

$19,487

$24,654

29,155

$29,912

Median Family Income

$31,318

$46,332

58,258

$56,032

Per Capita Income

$9,704

$14,289

16,496

$15,556

Median Nonfamily Income

$10,966

$12,966

18,324

$14,772

1990

2000

2010*

2015*

Median Household Income

$33,328

$46,677

61,406

$65,015

Median Family Income

$38,213

$54,169

73,514

$78,390

Per Capita Income

$15,713

$23,975

32,145

$34,152

Median Nonfamily Income

$21,030

$29,642

38,339

$40,158

Virginia

Source: U.S. Census Bureau. *American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates.
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Table 7-7
Median and Per Capita Income 1990-2015 (Real)
Absolute

City of Radford

1990

2000

2010*

2015*

Change 20002015

% Change
2000-2015

Median Household Income

$37,248

$35,075

$31,690

$29,912

($5,163)

-14.72%

Median Family Income

$59,862

$65,915

$63,324

$56,032

($9,883)

-14.99%

Per Capita Income

$18,548

$20,329

$17,930

$15,556

($4,773)

-23.48%

Median Nonfamily Income

$20,961

$18,446

$19,917

$14,772

($3,674)

-19.92%

Absolute

% Change

Change

2000-

2000-2015

2015

Virginia

1990

2000

2010*

2015*

Median Household Income

$63,704

$66,406

$66,746

$65,015

($1,391)

-2.09%

Median Family Income

$73,041

$77,065

$79,906

$78,390

$1,325

1.72%

Per Capita Income

$30,034

$34,109

$34,940

$34,152

$43

0.13%

Median Nonfamily Income

$40,197

$42,171

$41,673

$40,158

($2,013)

-4.77%

Sources: U.S. Census Bureau; Bureau of Labor Statistics. *American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates.

Table 7-8
Income and Poverty Characteristics
Radford

Floyd

Giles

Montgomery

Pulaski

Virginia

Median Household Income

$29,912

$48,005

$46,390

$46,663

$47,495

$65,015

Median Family Income

$56,032

$56,724

$54,230

$69,086

$57,148

$78,390

Per Capita Income

$15,556

$23,885

$25,241

$25,368

$25,556

$34,152

Median Nonfamily Income

$14,772

$24,258

$24,315

$23,912

$26,417

$40,158

39.00%

10.00%

11.30%

24.80%

13.50%

11.50%

13.60%

6.80%

7.50%

8.70%

9.90%

8.20%

40.10%

20.70%

20.50%

27.60%

32.00%

25.60%

15.70%

15.40%

7.00%

5.70%

5.50%

7.60%

Percent Individuals Below
Poverty Level
Percent Families Below
Poverty Level
Percent Families with
Female Householder Below
Poverty Level
Percent Individuals 65 and
older Below Poverty Level

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2015 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates.
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The City is consistent with most state averages regarding educational attainment. However, the
percentage of population with an Associate degree is nearly double Virginia averages.
Table 7-9
Educational Attainment of Population 25 Years of Age and Older
Education Level

City of Radford

Virginia

Less than 9th grade

4.70%

4.80%

9th to 12th grade, no diploma

6.00%

6.90%

High school graduate (includes equivalency)

22.60%

24.80%

Some college, no degree

19.00%

19.90%

Associate degree

12.30%

7.30%

Bachelor’s degree

20.70%

21.00%

Graduate or professional degree

14.80%

15.40%

Percent high school graduate or higher

89.40%

88.30%

Percent bachelor’s degree or higher

35.50%

36.30%

7,024

5,566,373

Population 25 years and over

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2015 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates.

Radford University enrollment continues to trend upward; however, is yet to exceed 10,000.
The chart (below) provides an overview of enrollment trends since 1992.

Radford University Enrollment
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Enrollment

Linear (Enrollment)
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7.2 OUR ECONOMY & LAND
Firms in the City of Radford employed over 7,000 workers in 2016, which reflects a modest
increase of 0.5% over the past five years. Employers in the educational services,
accommodation and food services, and health care sectors added jobs over that time period,
and are expected to continue growing over the next decade.
Employment in other top sectors has decreased over the past five years, especially
manufacturing and public administration, although at slower rates. Other top employment
sectors such as retail trade and accommodation and food service are expected to remain
relatively stable. Table 7-10 illustrates the number of jobs and wages by industry sector within
the City.
Table 7-10
Industry sector
Educational Services

Jobs,

Average

% change

Projected

2016

annual

in jobs,

change, 2016-

wages

2011-16

26

2,477

$38,970

5.5%

0.5%

Manufacturing

893

$58,360

-4.9%

-1.1%

Accommodation and Food Services

854

$12,556

3.5%

0.2%

Health Care and Social Assistance

515

$37,377

1.8%

1.4%

Retail Trade

488

$27,376

-0.5%

0.0%

Public Administration

262

$61,071

-3.8%

-0.4%

Other Services

240

$19,696

-1.8%

0.1%

Admin./Support/Waste Management

214

$39,565

-3.0%

0.3%

Utilities

198

$53,937

-4.5%

-1.4%

Prof., Scientific, and Technical Services

183

$48,991

0.0%

0.7%

Real Estate and Rental and Leasing

138

$36,153

-0.3%

0.0%

Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation

126

$21,905

-3.4%

0.4%

Construction

122

$37,002

-3.3%

1.0%

Wholesale Trade

89

$79,446

-6.4%

0.2%

Finance and Insurance

89

$61,712

-11.0%

0.3%

Transportation and Warehousing

66

$59,099

-5.3%

-2.2%

Information

51

$29,406

-1.7%

0.8%

Manage of Companies and Enterprises

45

$139,792

-0.3%

0.1%

Ag., Forestry, Fishing and Hunting

17

$14,789

33.1%

-0.7%

7,078

$39,174

0.5%

0.2%

Total - All Industries
Source: Jobs EQ, Q3, 2016 dataset
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Radford University is the top employer and a major economic engine for the City, with nearly
1,600 employees, and over 9,500 students. The university accounts for more than 1/6th of the
total employment within the City.
Manufacturing firms remain an important component of the Radford economy, with several firms
among the top employers. Motor and generator manufacturers employ approximately 600
workers, and chemical product and preparation services employ 180 workers. Table 7-11 below
contains a list of the top employers and their product.
The City’s economic development efforts in the coming years should be focused on retaining
and expanding higher-wage employment opportunities while the market continues to expand in
the lower-wage sectors.
Table 7-11
Employer

Product

Radford University

University

City of Radford

Local government, K-12 schools

Kollmorgen Corporation

Electric motors and controls

Moog (Aspen Motion)

Electric motors and controls

Goodwill Industries

Pallets/industrial aprons

RADVA Corporation

Molded polystyrene products

ThermaSteel Corporation

Polystyrene building products

Third Securities Investment

Venture Capital

Tech Lab

Enteric diagnostic products

Source: VEDP, Radford Economic Development (http://www.radfordva.gov/211/Key-Industries )
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Retail Sector
Table 7-12 lists the retail sales potential based on estimates of spending habits by households
within the City of Radford, and within a 30 minute drive time. The table provides an estimate of
the retail surplus (greater sales than the total amount spent by local households) or leakage
(fewer sales than the total amount spent by local households).
The City of Radford has a retail surplus in several sectors, with local retailers attracting
customers from outside the City to supplement sales. The City of Radford has surplus in
sectors such as restaurants, auto dealers, and building material suppliers, among others. The
City of Radford has large leakage in several sectors as well, as local residents shop for goods
outside of the City.
Leakage is largest in general merchandise stores, gas stations, and grocery stores, as Radford
residents travel to other areas to shop for these goods.
Table 7-12

City of Radford

Thirty minute drive time

6,147

48,536

Number of households
Retail Sector
Automobile Dealers

Retail sales

Estimated

Retail sales

Estimated

potential

leakage

potential

leakage

$24,665,090

$3,480,870

$199,646,000

$105,942,500

$951,379

($951,379)

$7,897,964

$9,242,246

Automotive Parts, Accessories, Tire Stores

$4,905,796

($772,283)

$39,993,300

$4,969,780

Furniture Stores

$2,306,078

$578,936

$18,592,520

$15,562,680

Home Furnishings Stores

$5,542,417

($3,151,780)

$45,098,820

($19,926,690)

Electronics, Appliance Stores

$3,580,603

$1,109,288

$29,099,430

$21,260,250

Building Material, Supplies Dealers

$1,166,621

$10,747,529

$9,790,557

$120,908,943

Lawn, Garden Equipment, Supplies Stores

$1,782,208

($30,006)

$14,796,006

$1,654,774

Grocery Stores

$25,747,080

($5,829,070)

$207,056,800

($474,300)

Beer, Wine, Liquor Stores

$1,451,775

($427,269)

$11,785,240

($3,791,423)

Health, Personal Care Stores

$8,622,565

($270,284)

$70,104,570

$18,861,630

Gasoline Stations

$35,963,850

($16,432,110)

$290,805,100

($84,292,100)

Clothing Stores

$6,816,367

($587,456)

$54,822,620

$12,725,890

Shoe Stores

$2,160,422

($2,160,422)

$17,333,370

($6,112,540)

Sporting Goods, Hobby, Music Inst. Stores

$1,639,851

$549,730

$13,323,150

$10,505,690

$258,101

$1,011,027

$2,116,965

$11,637,115

General merchandise stores

$30,410,440

($18,677,460)

$245,953,400

$6,717,600

Eating Places

$6,947,200

$4,183,640

$56,515,720

$65,236,280

Other Motor Vehicle Dealers

Book, Periodical, Music Stores

Source: Magnify, July 2016
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Mobility
The City’s transportation system includes roadways, multipurpose trails, sidewalks, bike lanes,
public transit, rail, and parking amenities. Accomplishments since the last plan update include:
expanding the City’s trail network (Second Avenue), partnering with RU to implement a public
transit system, and improved the wayfinding signage for historic sites, public facilities, parks,
and Visitors Center.

Roadways
The Virginia Department of Transportation collects and publishes traffic counts along primary
thoroughfares in the Commonwealth. Table 7-13 below provides an overview of the Annual
Average Daily Traffic Volumes within the City of Radford.
Table 7-13

Route/Street

From

To

2001

2005

2010

2015

U.S. 11/LeeHwy.

NCL

Main St.

29,000

28,000

27,000

27,000

U.S. 11/Main St.

Lee Hwy.

Grove Ave.

22,000

12,000

19,000

19,000

U.S. 11/Main St.

Grove Ave.

Tyler Ave.

14,000

8,900

13,000

12,000

U.S. 11/Main St.

Tyler Ave.

Whitehall St.

13,000

6,000

11,000

11,000

U.S. 11/Main St.

Whitehall St.

ECL

6,700

3,900

5,200

5,200

Va. 177/Tyler Ave.

SCL

Auburn Ave.

7,600

6,400

7,800

8,000

Va. 177/Tyler Ave.

Auburn Ave.

Adams St.

11,000

8,200

11,000

11,000

Va. 177/Tyler Ave.

Adams St.

Main St.

11,000

5,800

9,800

9,100

Va. 232/Main St.

SCL

Bolling St.

6,300

5,300

5,700

5,700

Va. 232/Main St.

Bolling St.

Wadsworth St.

11,000

8,000

8,700

8,100

Va. 232/Main St.

Wadsworth St.

Arlington Ave.

12,000

10,000

10,000

10,000

Va. 232/Main St.

Arlington Ave.

Lee Hwy.

15,000

13,000

13,000

13,000

Rock Rd.

Main St.

Forest Ave.

1,500

1,800

2,000

2,000

Rock Rd.

Forest Ave.

Wadsworth St.

2,700

2,600

2,800

2,700

Rock Rd.

Wadsworth St.

Tyler Ave.

5,400

5,800

6,100

5,800

Wadsworth St.

Rock Rd.

Eighth St.

7,200

4,400

4,300

3,900

Wadsworth St.

Eighth St.

Main St.

5,500

5,100

5,400

4,900

Grove Ave.

Main St.

Tyler Ave.

3,800

2,000

4,000

3,700

Second Ave.

Sundell Dr.

Grove Ave.

3,800

4,700

5,200

4,800

Scott St.

Seventh St.

Park Rd.

2,700

3,400

3,500

3,300

Source: Virginia Department of Transportation
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Commuting
The City is home to more than 7,000 workers, most of which commute less than 24 miles to
their jobs. About 40% commute towards the eastern part of Radford and Montgomery County.
The table and graphics below provide more insight regarding where people live (darker blue in
map represents more density), how far commutes are (table), and what direction (compass
indicates the direction and also corresponds with table) people are commuting towards.
Job Counts in Home Blocks by Distance Only, Table 7-14
Total Primary Jobs

Count

Share

7,224

100.0%

Less than 10 miles

3,551

49.2%

10 to 24 miles

1,810

25.1%

25 to 50 miles

895

12.4%

Greater than 50 miles

968

13.4%

Approximately 4,500 primary jobs are located in the City, most of which are concentrated on the
Eastern-side. Less than 30% of Radford’s population both live and work in the City. 57% of
those employed in the City commute in to Radford, the majority of which earn more than $3,333
per month.1 The table and graphics below provide more insight regarding where people work
(darker blue in map represents more density), how far commutes are (table), and what direction
(compass indicates the direction and also corresponds with table) people are commuting from.
Job Counts in Work Blocks by Distance Only, Table 7-15
Total Primary Jobs

Share

4,480

100.0%

2,318

51.7%

10 to 24 miles

749

16.5%

25 to 50 miles

759

16.9%

Greater than 50 miles

662

14.8%

Less than 10 miles

1

Count

Census OnTheMap, Inflow/Outflow Analysis, 2014. Retrieved from: onthemap.ces.census.gov/
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Home
The data in Table 7-16 indicates that approximately 49% of the City’s housing was built before
1970. Significant housing production took place in the 1970s, as 20% of the City’s stock was
built during that decade. The City has not seen much new housing constructed in recent years.
Table 7-16

Year Housing Structures Built

Estimate

Percent

Built 2010 to 2016

28

0.4%

Built 2000 to 2009

513

7.9%

Built 1990 to 1999

830

12.7%

Built 1980 to 1989

632

9.7%

Built 1970 to 1979

1,316

20.2%

Built 1960 to 1969

833

12.8%

Built 1950 to 1959

857

13.1%

Built 1940 to 1949

770

11.8%

Built 1939 or earlier

745

11.4%

Total housing units

6,524

100.0%

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2015 American Community Survey 5-Year Estimates; City of Radford.
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Data in Table 7-17 indicates that the City has approximately 6,500 units of housing in current
inventory. Of these, approximately 53% are single-family detached. Approximately 56% of
housing units are renter-occupied, while nearly 44% are owner-occupied. It is important to note,
a housing unit for multi-family purposes counts each apartment.
Table 7-17

Housing Characteristics

Value

2000 Total Housing Units

6,137

2010 Total Housing Units

6,427

2015 Total Housing Units

6,507

2015 Percent Vacant Housing Units

15.8%

2015 Percent Single Family Detached

53.2%

2015 Percent Owner-Occupied

43.7%

2015 Percent Renter-Occupied

56.3%

2015 Median Value Owner-Occupied Units

$148,600

2015 Median Rent

$705

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Decennial Census, and 2015 American. Community Survey 5-Year Estimates.

Annual Point in Time Count: Facilitated by New River Community Action, annual data is
collected in the region regarding persons who are experiencing homelessness. Communities
that receive HUD funding for homelessness are required to perform this count, and the data is
used to determine future levels of funding. The table below shows the regional data collected
from 2014-2016.
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Point In Time Counts, Table 7-18
2014

2015

2016

Total Surveys

55

38

41

Children

36

12

20

Adults

54

47

45

Transitional Shelter

20

11

17

Emergency Shelter

52

44

46

Unsheltered

18

4

2

Floyd

8

4

2

Giles

2

0

6

Montgomery

37

16

32

Pulaski

14

4

12

Radford

8

2

1

12

8

8

9

25

4

90

59

65

Last Place of Residence

Out of Area
Unknown
Total Homeless Persons

Primary Reason for Homelessness
Domestic Violence

36%

26%

19%

Unemployed/under employed

13%

39%

12%

4%

11%

17%

Mental/Behavioral Health

36%

5%

7%

Physical disability

20%

2%

3%

5%

0%

0%

Employed

25%

50%

35%

Unemployed

62%

21%

58%

Unknown

13%

29%

7%

Eviction

Disability Status

Long term diagnosed illness

Employment Status
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Available Industrial Land and Facilities
The City of Radford’s main industrial areas are located along West Main Street, Rock Road, and
in the Radford Industrial Center. The Rock Road and Radford Industrial Center property is
mostly built out at present, with the remaining land suitable for large development located on the
site of the old foundry. Although several vacant industrial facilities are currently available for
redevelopment, other lands available for potential growth and revenue from increased
development are located in Fairlawn and the 177 corridor, which can benefit Radford through
revenue sharing agreements with Pulaski and Montgomery counties, respectively.

Industrial Development/Redevelopment
There is limited amount of land remaining in the City that is suitable for large scale
development. In total, a little more than 2,500 acres are currently undeveloped. Approximately
50% of the remaining undeveloped property is located outside of the floodplain and formal
designated easements, and featuring topography with less than a 25% slope. Most of the
undeveloped land is also not immediately adjacent to high-traffic roadways. Recruitment
activities in recent years have focused on areas along West Main Street, Rock Road, and in the
Radford Industrial Center. Future industrial expansion will likely take place within these areas.
The old Radford Foundry property, located in the west end of the City, represents a significant
opportunity for redevelopment. A key concern of potential new industrial or commercial
owners/users is the possibility of lingering environmental contamination. The City worked with
the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality to help pursue a Brownfield Assessment
Grant for the property. The resulting environmental site assessments helped to provide a
measure of assurance for future owners and a foundation for planning reuse of the property.
The City worked with the Community Design Assistance Center (CDAC) at Virginia Tech to help
develop a conceptual master plan for the Foundry Industrial Area. The CDAC Conceptual
Master Plan document reports the following key elements:


Site yields ample opportunity to develop office, light manufacturing and other commercial
uses in a desirable central location in the community.



Buildings are clustered around shared plaza space and parking to provide attractive
views from any location within any building



A pedestrian/bike trail connects to an extended greenway meanders through the site and
gives workers a place for exercise
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The old Radford Foundry property certainly presents numerous redevelopment opportunities.
Over the next five years, the City should formulate a strategy to advance the initial steps that will
help ensure reuse of the site that will ultimately address their top strategies for economic
development.

Commercial and Mixed Use Redevelopment
In the City’s downtown historic districts (East end and West end), the Main Street corridor, and
along Tyler Avenue, there are opportunities for rehabilitation/redevelopment of existing buildings
and properties. Taylor Hollow Properties, a local developer, is an example of a firm that has
successfully renovated historic structures in Radford’s downtown areas to provide updated
space for new commercial and mixed uses. Taylor Hollow has navigated the procedure for
utilizing historic rehabilitation tax credits which can make a significant contribution to project
viability. Another local developer, Price Williams Realty, has successfully redeveloped existing
properties along Tyler Avenue with new multi-story construction consisting of commercial use
on the ground floor and housing on upper floors.
The Central Depot, located on the north side of Main Street between Memorial Bridge and Kent
Street, is an area that may benefit from redevelopment. The City worked with the Community
Design Assistance Center (CDAC) at Virginia Tech to help develop a conceptual master plan for
the Central Depot. The design element description below for the Central Depot is excerpted
from the CDAC Conceptual Master Plan document (see drawing on following page and
additional information in the Appendix XX):
The Central Depot creates a welcoming atmosphere for pedestrians to enjoy shopping, dining
and views of the river. Leonard Street serves as the pedestrian core with “back porch”
entrances to buildings on W. Main Street and new infill along the river. Although some parking
is provided along Leonard Street, the narrow drive and parking lots located at the ends of the
district create a pedestrian friendly zone and enable the street to be closed for community
events and festivals. Wide sidewalks, space for outdoor seating, and flexible plazas form areas
that can host a variety of formal and informal events and provide opportunities for gathering. In
addition, ample use of plantings and green space balance the use of considerable paving and
create a pleasant atmosphere.
Building heights and styles are limited to blend with the surrounding character. The heights of
the buildings are designed to create an ideal small urban space that is defined by a certain ratio
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of building height to width and right-of-way. Typically, this ratio is between 2:1 and 3:1, thus
when dealing with two and three-story buildings, the width of the right-of-way from façade to
façade should be approximately 75 feet. In addition, a farmer’s market structure on the north
end of the district relates to the historic train depot and is easily accessed from the adjacent
parking lot.
The Virginia Enterprise Zone Program is a partnership between the Commonwealth of Virginia
and local governments that encourages job creation and private investment. The
Commonwealth accomplishes this by designating Enterprise Zones throughout the state and
providing two grant based incentives, the Job Creation Grant and the Real Property Investment
Grant.
Participating localities provide local incentives. In the case of the City of Radford, qualifying
entities locating in the Enterprise Zone are eligible for the following local incentives: Utility
Connection Relief; Machinery and Tools Tax Relief; and Economic Incentive Grant.
The Virginia Real Property Investment Grant and the City of Radford local incentives are subject
to funding availability. Radford’s local Enterprise Zone incentives are administered by the City’s
Economic Development Authority.

Low-Density Residential Land Use
Low-density residential uses reflect existing residential development patterns and primarily
consist of the established neighborhoods within the community. This land use category reflects
single-family residential (R-1 and R-2) zoning districts. Lots range from 7,500 to 10,000 square
feet. This land use category should consist of single-family dwellings, while duplexes and other
multi-family apartments are not appropriate.
Infill development within these neighborhoods should maintain the character of the homes in the
immediate area and surrounding community. Multi-modal connections should exist throughout
the neighborhoods with sidewalks and multi-purpose trails.

Medium-Density Residential Land Use
Medium-density residential uses reflect existing development patterns for single-family dwellings
and duplexes within the single-family residential (R-3) zoning district. These dwellings have a
minimum lot size of 6,000 square feet. Single-family and duplex units are appropriate, while
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apartments are not. In the future, the City may amend the Zoning Ordinance to allow
townhouses to be developed within this land use category.
Infill development within these neighborhoods should incorporate signage, landscaping, lighting,
and parking improvements that maintain the character of the established neighborhoods. Multimodal connections throughout the neighborhoods will continue to be important to allow for
higher-density areas to connect with commercial and recreational areas within the City.

High-Density Residential Land Use
High-density residential areas reflect the existing development patterns for single-family and
multi-family residential (R-4) zoning district. These dwellings have a minimum lot size of 7,500
square feet and appropriate uses include single family dwellings, duplexes, townhouses, and
multi-family apartment buildings.
Infill development within these neighborhoods should reflect the scale of surrounding residential
uses. Development should encourage the compatibility between the various uses that are
allowed within these areas. Multi-modal connections are extremely important in the highestdensity communities within the City.

Public/Institutional Land Use
Public/Institutional land uses include public facilities such as schools, churches, City offices,
Radford University, and other public facilities including medical. The distribution of this land use
category reflects the current development patterns within the community. The Limited Business
(B-1 Zoning District allows for these public/institutional uses. Additionally, Radford University is
located within the existing University Residential/Business (UD) Zoning District. The City
Medical Arts (MD) Zoning District includes the medical facilities of the former Radford
Community Hospital.
The current land use category could be recognized as a new zoning district, outside of the
current B-1. Creating a new Public/Institutional zoning district, in addition to the UD and MD
Zoning Districts will allow for the establishment of development standards for each use.
Development standards might include measures for parking requirements, architectural design
that is consistent, signage, landscaping, and lighting. Multi-modal connection to
Public/Institutional facilities will continue to be extremely important.
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Downtown Mixed-Use
The downtown mixed-use land use category represents the East End Downtown and the West
End Downtown and the historic districts associated with these two important areas. This land
use category represents the components of the Central Business (B-3) Zoning District and
should include uses such as specialty shops, arts and crafts, art galleries, entertainment
venues, antiques, and other appropriate uses commercial uses. Additionally, this area should
provide for mixed-uses that included residential and office space on upper floors with the first
floors remaining for commercial activities. The B-3 Zoning District should be revised to reflect in
inclusion of mixed-uses within these areas.
Infill development should maintain and reflect the historic character and complement the
existing structures architectural detailing, scale and massing. Buildings should be constructed
up to the streets, with parking to the side or rear.
Shared parking is encouraged, with the potential for a multi-story parking structure in both
downtowns. Wider sidewalks are encouraged in order to provide space for outdoor seating and
other outdoor activities where possible. These areas should be well connected through various
multi-modal connections with convenient access to the recreational areas along the New River.

Downtown Fringe Land Use
The downtown fringe areas are intended to complement the downtown mixed-use district and
should reflect the historic character of these important historic districts. The downtown fringe
areas will also help to buffer the more intense commercial centers in the downtowns from the
surrounding residential neighborhoods. Mixed-use should be encouraged in these areas and
the scales of development should be sensitive to surrounding land uses within the immediate
area. Appropriate uses included offices and commercial activities that complement downtown
uses and various housing types that include existing single family homes, townhouses and
upper floor dwellings in mixed-use developments. Senior housing may be appropriate for these
areas as well, especially given the proximity of these areas to downtown businesses districts.
Development in these areas should not be as dense as the downtown in order to reflect the
surrounding neighborhoods as much as possible.
Currently, the Mixed-Use Residential/ Business (MU) Zoning District represents the intent of the
Downtown Fringe land use category. Parking should also be coordinated with shared parking
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being encouraged. Sidewalks should be established along all roads with multi-modal
connections to the surrounding neighborhoods and the New River.

Mixed-Use Land Use
The mixed-use land use category is intended to provide opportunities for additional mixed-use
projects in other areas of the City that are not in or adjacent to the downtown areas. The mixeduse designation allows for greater flexibility for future development within these areas and livework units should be utilized where possible. This area is similar to the downtown fringe land
uses and is represented by the MU Zoning District. Appropriate uses include a mixture of retail,
commercial, office and residential uses. Senior housing may be appropriate for these areas as
well.
Development should reflect the historic character of the surrounding neighborhood and the City
of Radford as much as possible. Buildings should be constructed up to the streets, with parking
to the side or rear. Parking should be coordinated, with shared parking being encouraged
where possible. Sidewalks should be established along all roads with multi-modal connections
being provided that connect these areas to the rest of the community.

Corridor Business/Commercial Land Use
The corridor business/commercial land uses reflect current development trends within the City
and are represented by the General Business (B-2) Zoning District. These uses consist of the
typical commercial development found along Tyler Avenue and West Main Street. In order to
improve the overall image of the City, it will be important to establish development standards
that include architectural guidelines for structures, landscaping, lighting, parking requirements,
signage, etc.
Development standards should reflect the historic traditional development pattern found in the
City and limit strip-development along these corridors that feature un-landscaped parking lots in
front of the buildings. These standards should consider site planning standards that allow for
buildings being placed closer to the streets (Zero Setback) while allowing for sidewalks and
pedestrian access. Parking should be provided behind or to the sides of the building. It will also
be important for the buildings to face the street with storefront entrances and windows that
respect the historic character of the storefronts in the downtown historic districts. This example
is appropriate for the West Main Street corridor and is a smaller scale commercial development
than the existing strip-commercial uses along Tyler Avenue (Food Lion Shopping Center).
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Convenient access should be provided and facilitated with traffic signals as needed. Parking
should be coordinated in these areas with shared parking encouraged. Multi-modal connections
will also be important to connect these commercial areas to the surrounding neighborhoods.

Business Park/Light Industrial Land Use
Business Park and light industrial uses are intended to provide opportunities for clean and hightech businesses related to telecommunications, computers, research facilities, product
development, and other similar uses within the City. These areas are represented by the
Restricted Industrial/ Commercial (M1) Zoning District and appropriate uses include research
facilities, warehousing, light industrial activities, and commercial activities appropriate for the
area.
Development of these areas should provide an appealing image for the City and reflect the
clean and high-tech businesses as best as possible. To accomplish this, LEED certification
should be encouraged and recommended as well as the uses of other “Green Infrastructure”
initiatives on site in order to help establish Radford as a “Green” community. Development
standards should be established to reinforce and encourage these concepts while also
addressing architectural themes and site planning standards for landscaping and buffer yards,
lighting, parking requirements, signage, internal roads, and other amenities.
Visibility to these areas from the thoroughfares will be important and convenient access must be
provided for passenger and commercial vehicles including tractor trailers. Parking should be
coordinated with shared parking being encouraged where appropriate. Multi-modal connections
are encouraged throughout the development and should connect to the surrounding
neighborhood, commercial uses, and the New River recreational areas.

Manufacturing/Heavy Industrial Land Use
Manufacturing and heavy industrial uses represent the existing Property owner facility. This
land use category is represented by the General Industrial/ Commercial (M-2) Zoning District.
This district allows for industrial uses that are developed in a manner that limits the visual and
environmental impacts by maintaining a high quality corporate image. The establishment of
development standards for structures, buffering and landscaping, lighting, parking, signage,
access roads, etc. should be considered along with other enhancements to the image of the
Property owner facility.
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Planned Unit Development (PUD) Use
The purpose of this land use category is to allow for the planned residential development
projects that are proposed for the High Meadows subdivision and new residential development
along Rock Road. Development in these areas should be high-end and reflect and preserve the
natural landscapes as much as possible. The preservation of important natural resources
should be encouraged as well. Additionally, as the areas develop it will be important to provide
neighborhood park amenities to them as both of these areas are underserved by neighborhood
parks. This land use category is reflected by the Planned Unit Development (PUD) Zoning
District.

New River and Stream Conservation Land Use
The intent of the New River and stream conservation land use is to protect the New River,
Connelly’s Run, Plum Creek and other significant streams and riparian corridors while also
providing opportunities for expanded multi-purpose trails throughout the City. Most of the land
should be passive recreation or remain as open space while no habitable structures should be
built in these areas. These areas are reflected by the Floodplain (FP) and the Riverfront
Corridor Overlay (RFO) Zoning Districts. In addition to the New River and stream conservation
land use, a River Conservation Overlay District is proposed and delineates the floodplain areas
along the New River. This overlay district is essentially the same as the RFO district within the
Zoning Ordinance.
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8 IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
The City develops and maintains a Capital Improvements Program through the general fund.
Specific projects are identified for streets and sidewalks, storm water, school facilities,
recreation facilities, sanitary sewer, and water system. In total, the City has budgeted slightly
more than $15 million between 2017 and 2021.
Street and sidewalk projects primarily focus on signal upgrades. Repairing the University
Bridge is the largest improvement currently budgeted, slightly more than $600,000. $13 million
is budgeted for school facility improvements. $100,000 is budgeted for Sunset and Wildwood
Park improvements. Water and waste water projects are currently planned throughout the City,
for a combined $1 million in improvements.
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5-Year Plan


Perform a Zoning Ordinance Update to ensure all codes are up to date and the Sign
Ordinance section complies with recent US Supreme Court ruling regarding the
regulation of content.



Complete the environmental analysis and site reuse options for the vacant foundry site
to enable turn-key redevelopment.



Join and actively participate with the Virginia Main Street program with affiliate status.



Re-engage with Pulaski County on the revenue sharing areas in Fairlawn to identify
economic development strategies that are mutually agreeable.



Initiate a process to re-evaluate the Tyler Avenue/Rt. 177 corridor plan with Montgomery
County and establish an annual meeting in the future to remain informed on any land
development potential and utility needs.



Reconfigure Lot-A for Radford Transit System



Develop a communications strategy for the City that involves promotion of the City to
surrounding communities as a premier living destination. The communications strategy
should evaluate ways to keep residents informed on a weekly or monthly basis on
happenings within the community.



When deciding to implement significant infrastructure projects such as the Park Avenue
extension, prepare an analysis on the cost to build and maintain the infrastructure
investment. This will help identify carrying costs for such projects and safeguard the
City’s finances.



Prepare a Housing Needs Study for the City that is a comprehensive analysis of the
inventory, year structure built, current housing-type gaps, projected needs and strategies
to attain needed housing types.



Evaluate the location of the Farmer’s Market within the City. Involve vendors, residents
and visitors to the farmer’s market in the process to identify the best location.



Pursue funding opportunities for extension of the Radford River way Bikeway, Walkway
facility with a focus on building a crossing for the New River connecting into Pulaski
County trail system under development.
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10-Year Plan


Construct the bikeway, walkway trail connection(s) across the New River.



Develop a façade program for downtown that will assist building owners with
architectural and color palette they may want to consider when making building updates



Evaluate the value of entitlement versus non-entitlement status for the Community
Development Block Grant Program.



Conduct a parking analysis for downtown and an outreach/educational program to
inform citizens and downtown merchants about findings from the study.



Following the decision on a farmer’s market location, work to improve the vendor spaces
and visitor amenities that enable the space to be used for multiple purposes.



Relocate the City’s water supply intake into the deeper channel of the New River. This
will decrease the sediment load currently coming into the system which places a strain
on the filters and necessitates frequent maintenance.

15-Year Plan


Support and encourage the build-out of projects within the revenue sharing area of
Fairlawn.



Develop a corridor plan for Tyler Avenue from Rock Road to East Main Street with a
priority on Jefferson Street to Rock Road.



Given the volume of water the City can treat within the current plant capacity and permit,
work to increase sale of water to industry and/or neighboring utility providers.



Prepare an analysis on the electric utility system to determine whether the City can, or
should, work with AEP to adjust the current wholesale agreement.



Maintain a focus to recruit a high electric utility user for the City’s electric system.
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9 APPENDICES
CDAC: Radford Village and Foundry Industrial Area Conceptual Master Plans
Radford Economic Development Marketing Plan
RU Campus Master Plan
RU Economic Impact Study
2035 RLRP – Radford Chapter
2011 Regional Bikeway-Walkway-Blueway Plan, Radford Chapter
2007 Radford Pathways Plan
NRVMPO Bicycle and Pedestrian Master Plan
West Main Street Corridor Plan
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